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ASSEi\fBLY RESOLUTION No. 75

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
INTRODUCED

SEPTE~IBER

13, 1984

By Assemblymen DORIA, HOLLENBECK, OTLOWSKI, YAIXIERI.
CUPROWSKI,

Assemhlywoma11

MrHLER,

Assemblymen

CHARLES and ROCCO

Ali ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION establishing a special committee to study
the problem of asbestos removal from schools and other buildings
and the adequacy of the standards therefor.
1

WHEREAS,

The Legislature finds that the safe removal of cancer-

2
3

causing asbestos from schools and other buildings is of paramount concern because of its effect on the health, safety and

4

welfare of the people in this State; and

5

WHEREAS,

Approximately 300 public schools in 20 counties in this

6

State were scheduled to undergo asbestos removal this swnmer

7

and as of August 29, 1984 it was reported that approximately 200

8

schools had not received a final inspection and a certificate of

9
10
11

occupancy allowing them to open for the 1984-1985 school year;
and
WHEREAS,

The senral executive departments responsible for the

12

safe removal failed to coordinate their efforts and thus failed to

13

act expeditiously to stop the threat of danger to the school

14

children and teachers in tl1is State; and

15

WHEREAS,

It is necessary to determine the standards for the safe

16

handling of asbestos in public schools and other public and prh-ate

17

buildings in this State and the best methods of coordination and

18

improvement of the efforts of the executive departments to act

19

responsively to this problem; now, therefore,

2
1

BE

lJy flit Gc11c, al Ass,,111l1l,11 of tltt ,'-,'fo~e rd

IT RESOL\'l:I•

S11r

2 Jersey:
1

1. The Special Committe>e>

OJJ

Asbestos

Jlnzard~

is estalili!"liell

2

with a membershi)J consisting of tJu:.. chairman of tlH· GeJ1eral

3

Assembly Ag-riculture anl Em·iro11me11t C'ommittf·e: tl11· C':iainwrn

4

of the General Assembly Corrections, Health and Huma11 Sen-ice~

5

Committee: the chairman of the General Assembly Hi~he1· Educa-

6

tion a11d Ref!'Ulate<l

7

of the General Assembly to be appointed by the )Ii11ority LeadH

8

of the General Assembly.

Profe~siom;

Committee: alld two otlH'I"

2. The special committee shal!
2

~tud:·

wLn~

the problem of ashe:.:tos i11

schools and otl.er builc.linp:i': tlw adPquac-y of t1H·

3 ashestos remoYal })fOee<lures: the recent failure to
4

1.11

i:1a1:dnr<l~

fo1·

eX}Jt>Jitioml~·

remove asbestos from approximately 300 pul)lic schools: an<l tlJ<·

5

role that should he played by the aecutive departments, includi11g-

6

the Department of Elwironme11tal Protection and the Departnwnt

7

of Health in alleviating this problem. The special committee shall

8

study the issues and recommendations raised in the report by the

9

Department of the Public Ad,·ocate dated August 2!J, 19S4 and

10 entitled

".Asbesto~

Iii The Schools: An IntHim Report" and

ot]'f'r pertinent <locume11ts and sJrnll eYaluate any

12

tion or laws c011cerning asbestos remoya) procedures.

13

an~·

propo"'P<11e~-i:-la-

11

The special committee shall make recommendations for the

14 development of Statewide comprehensin standards for the use of
15 asbestos, including removal procedures. in all buildings in thi"'
1G

State and the coordination hetwf>rn thP executiYe depnrtn:.ent:-: to

17

ensure a quick and informed response to this problem in the future.

1

3. The special committee shall he entitled to call to its a"'sistanrf>

2

and avail itself of the sen·ices and assistance of any officials and

3

employees of the StntP and its political suhdiYisiom ancl tLc·ir

4

departments, boards. bureaus. commissions and ag-eucies as it may
ma~·

5

require and as

6

expend any funds as may be appropriated or otherwisP made aYail-

he a,·ailahle to it for these purpo<:.e!' an<l may

7 ahle to it for the purposes of its i;tudy.
1

2

4. The

~perial

committee may meet and hold public hearings at

any places as it shall desiguate and shall report its findinf!s aml

3

recommendations to the General Assembly 110 later than 60 days

4

after the date it first convenes, accompan~ing the same with any

5

legislatin hills that it may desire to recommen<l for acloption h

6

the Legislature.

3
STATE:MEXT
This Assembly resolution establishE>s a Special Committee on
Asbestos Hazards with the responsibility to study tlie problem of
asbestos removal from schools and other buildings in this State
and to make reco111me11<lations C'011C'erni11g the coordination of thte:fiorts of the executive departments responsible therefor and the
development of Statewide guidelines for asbestos removal procedures.
The intent of the resolution is to confront the asbestos crisis in
this State caused hy tl1e recent problems in carrying out tbf:. r€'rnorn1
of asbestos from approximately 300 schools. By convening a S1wcial
Committee on A<:h('Sto,.: Hazards, the health. safety and welfar<' of
tlie people o! this State will be protected by the de,·elopment of
Stateu·ide stJindardt: for th€' us<· and removal of ashf>stos

the coordination of the efforts of the executive
Tef:ponsible therefor.

iJJcludiJJ~

depa~nts

ASSEMBLYMAN JOSEPH V. IXlRIA, JR. (Chairman) : '!his is the
first of four meetings to be held by this Committee, created by New
Jersey's General Assembly as a result of an Assembly Resolution, to
deal with the question of asbestos and the developnent of legislation,
if necessary, for the renoval of asbestos in State buildings, arx:i also
to deal with the problem in al 1 of the buildings in the State of New
Jersey.
We are going to hold four hearings.
four hearings.
City.
Heights.

This is the first of the

The secorrl one will be held next Wednesday in Jersey

The third hearing will be held on November 14,

in Haddon

And, the fourth hearing will be held on December 5, in Perth

Amboy.
So

obviously, we would appreciate it if the individuals who

desire to testify at those hearings would contact our Camtlttee aide,
Leonard Colner.
I am just going to briefly introduce the members of the
Corranittee who are present.
Chairman

of

the

We have Assemblyman Robert Hollenbeck, the

Assembly Environmental

Assemblyman Felice with us today.

Protection

Committee,

and

Leonard Colner is the Coomi ttee

aide.
What we are here for, basically, is to review the present
rules and regulations in the State of New Jersey, as they deal with the
problem of asbestos and asbestos rerroval; to discuss the Governor's
Task Force Report, which has been drafted -- at least a draft has been
presentea and there are hearings being held on that draft,
understand

it;

and

then

to review what

is

taking

place

as I
in

the

administration arrl developnent of asbestos renoval policies.
There are a number of bills at the present time in both the
Assembly arrl the Senate.
many other legislators.

These bills have been sponsored bj

~

and

What we want to see is, number one, will they

deal with the problem effectively; number two, is there need for other
legislation; number three, do these bills all have to be scrapped and
do we have to start again fran point zero; and, number four, where
should be go from here?

We hope that these hearings will help to develop a program, a
concerted program that will be tied together with the Governor's 'rask
Force Report, so that we will have a program which deals with technical
standards as well as with effective implementation arrl administration.
On

that note, I would like to oegin the hearing.

1 ike to thanK everyone for coming,

aoo

I would

then I would 1 ike to introduce

the Cannissioner of the Department of the Public Advocate, Carmissioner
Joseph Rodriguez, who will begin the test.inony.
CXMa$ICHm JOOEPB B. KDRIGJEZ:

Carmissioner?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I feel

quite honored to be the first to testify on this very interesting and
great public interest issue, the presence of asbestos in New Jersey.

I

have to be very frank and acknowledge that I think some of the key
responses to the issues that are raised will be more in the scientific
and medical realm.

\\bat I can do,

in keeping with the Chairman's

outline, is to give you the impressions of our Department as to where
we

rr:::M

see the asbestos question in New Jersey.
I appreciate this opportunity to camient on the potential

heal th threat posed by the presence of asbestos in our public and
private buildings in New Jersey, and how we might work together to
mitigate this threat.
I think personally, as a result of many things that have
ocrurred, we nON have enough information about the threat of asbestos
to enable us as a State to adopt intelligent p)licies to deal with the
problem.
We have before us naw, an interim plan fran the State
Asbestos Policy Ccmnittee.
final plan.

we will, by the erx:t of the year, have a

I feel that this plan will respond to the concerns and

recacmendations contained

in

the Public Advocate's Report

to

the

Asbestos Policy Corrrnittee.
What we need is to spen:i tine working together coordinating
the Executive and the Legislative efforts, and developing programs that
will properly serve the needs of the citizens of this State.
Department offers
legislator,

its resources

to assist

this Cornmi ttee,

Our

or any

in the development of appropriate legislation that will

serve to implement and canplernent the program developed by the Pol icy
Committee.
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important element for the success of the plan, whether it
be done legislatively or by the Executive is, I believe, the proper
An

education of the public as to the health risks involved, and the proper
means of addressing those risks.
The State Asbestos

Pol~ey

Comnittee will be addressing this

issue in its final report, and we encourage the Legislature to consider
apprq>riate public education methods so that we can ensure that there
is a sensible and rational response on the part of the public to the
asbestos situation.

Again, we offer the resources of oor Department to

assist the Legislature and the Executive in that effort.
By educating the public, I think -- if I can give you the
impressions of our Department as to where we feel the directions should
go -- we might be able to better understand why we are saying that rcost
of the information that has to be known about asbestos is contained in
the Interim Report of the Asbestos Policy Conmittee.
Initially, there was a canplete lack of understanding of what
asbestos was.

The mere fact that there was asbestos sanewhere was

almost like saying, "The big 'A' is present," and the reaction enotional reaction -- was to the word "asbestos."
at the time-

Wh~t

the

was necessary

Unfortunately, we were instructed to identify asbestos

without having sufficient guidelines to detennine what should have been
considereo hazardous, the extent to whidl it was hazardous, and what
resix>nse should be given to the hazard.
technology in this State that,

We now have a developing

as the technology develops through

scientific exploration methods, makes it nore difficult -- as I believe

one scientist has already said -

to readl the technical zero.

As

our

sophistication increases in exploring for ingredients, our hope to
arrive at that zero continues to vanish because we learn more.
have to do is

to determine the level of the hazard and respond

legitimately to it.
But,

What we

That part of it, I believe, was missing early on.

there was a response to asbestos -- asbestos plus

friable, and I am sure you are going to hear this fran more expert
witnesses than I am -- at the Department.

We knew what asbestos was,

but friable -- friable was the missing ingredient to many of the
responses that were taking place when there was an errotional rush to
improve.
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We further learned that the emotional rush was continuing
without a clear indication as to the hazard.

Because, to put this in

some perspective, if 85 percent of the lung cancers that exist are fran
smoking,

we could almost say there should be the same emotional

response to the presence of a cigarette with respect to a health
hazard.
It is clearly a hazard; however, friable was the word that
started to airect the attention of our Department.

Yet, we learned

again that even friable wasn't the key word; the key word was friable,
plus a little bit of turbulence.

Let me suggest this to you:

We have

all seen those little paperweights that have the sno.vflakes in them.
If we were to visualize a paperweight here that has not been disturbed
for hours, the water would be clear in the paperweight.

Yet, there is

potential hazard if we associate the snowflake with the asbestos at the
bottom of the paperweight.
We were identifying the paperweignt.

That wasn't enough.

We

had to identify the paperweight plus the sno.vflakes on the bottom,
which were friable.

That we started to do.

But, as we started to do

that, with the rush to address asbestos, unfortunately we started to
cause turbulence in the paperweight, arrl in causing turbulence in the
paperweight we

caused

the

friable

problem to

become an airborne

problem, whidl increased the hazard. That becarrE the proolem.
What was then required was to be sure that those who were put
into the J;X)Sition of

removing,

or handling,

the

asbestos

really

understood what they were doing, because that was the nature of the
real crisis.

That sort of created the progression.

The Task Force .Report clearly indicates the nature of the
hazards in some places with greater strictness than any State in the
United States; and, with that, we feel very proud of the Report.
implementation no.v becomes important.

Its

The implementation must be with

the ccx:>rdination and the assistance of the Executive Brandl and the
Legislature, in addressing what we kno.v no.v is the progression of the
problem.
I

can say very frankly

that

the bill

which was signed

yesterday, sponsored by your Chairman, really does ajdress what turned
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out to be one of the nore critical issues, and that was its handling -not simply its presence; not simply whether it was friable; but the
handling of this material.
So, we now have the first piece of
legislation which addresses what I believe was the real aggravating
problem, if we were to let it lay the way it was before.
We no.v have to step back arx1 say, "But, as this goes into
place, the other reccmnendations that are being made should be in a
consistent package. That package calls for coordination and a very
careful selection of the resources we use to address the problems. As
legislative efforts are generated, they should be put in sane priority
form so that we can continue to address the turbulence in that
paperwork.
One final thought. Perhaps the priority should be, as we
nON understand what we are dealing with, to determine the distance we
are no.v standing fran that paperweight. Of oourse, those who are in
areas where there has been turbulence - that must oe addressea. We
were addressing that this summer; we were addressing what was then
called 11 tne school crisis," because there was a turoulence, aoo as it
was identified it did call for immediate remedial action.
That
remedial action didn't mean the problem was not underst(X)d, out it was
aggravated to the f:X)int where we thought it was not being properly
understood.
Then we had to determine where, throughout our State agencies
and institutions, the citizens or the resiaents of those institutions
stCX>d in proximity to that paperweight. '!hose who were closest to the
paperweight have to be addressed first, and I suggest the
institutionalized citizens of our State, who are constantly present in
buildings, and who have greater exposure, should be the first
that are addressed as we nove in a very efficient manner,
fran the paperweight down to the least so-called restrictive
alternative.
So, I see that we do have the facts on the table. I see from

~ulations

the nature of some of the legislative resf:X)nses that they are
addressing the Achilles heel by making sure that those wno touch it
kno.v what they are doing, because they can create a greater hazard.
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NON it is a matter of putting in priority form the citizens
who are in contact with it and the degree to whim it is hazardous, so
that we can properly set those priorities and work very efficiently.
I think I can see that happening, and I am very optimistic
because I can. Because I am optimistic, I don't think there is any
fear of contradiction when I say that when we begin to do that -- and
we can do it very efficiently -- New Jersey will be a nodel for the 50
states, because in our analysis, we don't know of any other state that
has reached to the position that New Jersey reached to date. I think
we have to continue that leadership.
Basically, I am here to offer the assistance of our
Department by saying we have addressed the problems we have seen, and I
think they are being addressed in a proper manner. But, it calls for
sane very strict priority-setting regarding the degree to whidl our
citizens are in contact with that hazard which we are now clearly
identifying.
With that opening, I am willing to respond to any questions
you may have.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Do any of the members of the Committee
have any questions at this point? (no response)
I have one or two questions, Camnissioner.

One of the things

you emphasize - and I think it is of great importance aoo basically
why we are here -- is the need for coordination between tne Legislative
and the Executive Branches of government in the area of asbestos and
asbestos rercoval. Obviously, the interim corrunittee report of the Task
Force is a step in that direction.
What I would like you to do is to highlight those areas that
you see at the present time as areas of primary concern, where we do
need to have greater ~ration and a greater type of articulation.
CXlttMISSICNER R)DRIGUEZ:
Okay.
Number one, is the
rec.ugnition of the problem. But, we can't spend too Ill.lch time trying
to rea:>gnize a problem that many in government nON knON exists. So, I
don't think there is any rrore to Qe · knCMn al:x>ut the hazard of
asbestos. What is yet to be known, as technology improves, is if we
will find it in rrore minute places. But, what there is to be known
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today - and I think this report recognizes that -- is the recognition
of the proolern.
I would hate to see some school districts, or any
institution, rush to judgment because they see the presence of
asbestos, without doing a careful analysis and then putting it in the
correct position of hazard.
The plan addresses that through its management plan. Someone
made that judgment, and the plan is going to call for ordering the
resources and determining to what extent the resources should be made
available and in what quantities. Adopting that plan arx:i placing the
hazard where it properly belongs is very important, but we hav'2 a
great educational process that has to take place with the public
because many react to the word asbestos alrrost as they would react to
the word AIDS - like it is unknown. There is a mo.m. The report
addresses that; and, in addressing that, if we understand that
"airborne" is the crisis - and if the public understands that - there
is time for careful analysis, because the rush to judgment makes it
worse. I think that, as a legitimate answer aoo a legitimate response,
this has to be oonveyed to the public.
The health concerns: 1 he interesting thing with the healtn
concerns is, I think you just can't say it is a hazard. '!he public
should know to what extent it is a hazard. This is where we start sane
interesting dichotanies.
If you look at what asbestos does with
asbestosis, to the extent that we identify that as a crisis, we should
also be concerned with emphysema, because it is of the same nature, and
we can just go tracking in one direction.
So, what is the hazard, and how can you properly address it?
Mesothelioma, what does it mean?
We sey that everyone has sane
1

asbestos in their lungs today, yet 85 percent of the cancers are still
considered to be fran snoking. The canbination of asbestoo arrl smoking
- that is the entire educational process.
The evaluation: How does that State rrobilize its forces, go
to these areas where it is seen, properly evaluate it, and put it in
the order of priority? That, I think, is probably one of the critical
areas, because you would then have to look to see the extent to which
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people are close to it, in the presence of it, and inhaling it. That
has to create the priority, as we identify the hazard and place our
citizens in it.
What that hazard is, is explained in this interim report.
Therefore, I think that is where cxx:>rdination and identification of the
hazard comes in. Yes, I think the scientific carmunity should cone in
and continue to assist us to keep updating our information, so as we
nove to this -- as was said before -- vanishing zero, we can continue
to ITOve in that direction also.
The fact that we are being the
strictest snouldn't be considered a weakness because we should work to
meet that strictness.
So, I guess basically what I am saying, Mr. Chairman, is,
with your bill in place, it starts to quickly address those who are
goi~ to toudl it, aOO nCM we have the time to detennine what should be
touched. So, I think the first piece is in place.
I think if we look at that report and try to implement it
through education, identification of hazard, priority setting, and then
handling by way of removal or encapsulation, and all that is containeo
in the bill, that is the process; that is progress. I see us noving in
that direction. There isn't anything I can suggest beyond that except
to say that whatever legislation is finally put in place has to have
some teeth in it, so that if someone defaults or if a contractor is
found not to be doing proper v.ork, or fraudulent work, there should be
some punitive measure, because we knON the nature of the hazard
involved. But, that can cx:rne at the end. What we have to do now is to
identify it.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: Yes, Assemblyman Felice?
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE: Cormnissioner Rodriguez, the educational
process is the big factor here today, because of the ercotional problems
that arise fran this.
As there are standards in the field of
radioactivity, where scientifically and with technology, one can
actually measure the degree of protection neeaed, don't you feel one of
the things that has to be organized, through the scientific fields and
the educational process, is the field of standard-setting? There seems
to be, not only in the State of New Jersey but in some of the
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scientific journals, varying standards fran one area to another and
fran state to state, as to "what is a hazardous condition?" I think as
part of the bill, and as part of the educational process, that should
be clarified, so that everyone ~derstands it: If there is a level of
radiation that is nore dangerous .-"x" to "y," then a level of asbestos,
in a certain form and in a certain area, would also be IOOre dangerous.
I think the report is excellent in that it states there is
asbestos that would be better off if left alone, rather than rushing
into a process of rercoval before there is a hazardous program available
and before one can be established Whidl can take on the priorities you
speak of.
I think as you speak about the educational process to the
general public and to the people who are going to be handing it -- the
contractors - an important priority is to rush to get everything
uniform throughout the State. I think that is a tning many people are
looking to see: What is uniform?
C~SSICNER RJDRIGUEZ:
I agree, and I see what the report
has done.

In our judgment, when we first looKed at asbestos, we Knew

that througnout the nation they were using a volume measure: so many
fibers per so many cubic centimeters. And, I don't want to infringe
upon Dr. Goldstein -- who is here -- but they were looking to find the
presence of fiber. We knCM that when one is dealing with asbestosis or
mesotheliana and he looks through the electron microscope, he finds
asbestos fibers.
But, that measurement was looking at numbers of
fibers and in what length -- a size. well, New Jersey has gone beyond
that arx:i it is looking not just for volume, but for weight.
I tNOuld suggest we have established a standard
or
recorrmended a standard -- that is IOOre strict than any standard I know
of in the United States.
this to sorre criticism.

My

suggestion is this:

That might subject

I would not be critical, because I think as

technology improves, we should strive for the strictest standards.
in the analysis of that standard -

So,

I think the thinking that analyzed

all the other standards has already taken place -- what is in place is
a combination -- not just volume, but volume and weight, which I think,
if it can be accomplished, is tremendous. I keep suggesting that the
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difficult part for the public would be that we would probably never get
to the point where we can guarantee a zero.

I think the world has to

we have to do the best we can with the technology we nave.

know that.

That is what they are striving for with that standard.

I would applaud

the effort to accanplish this goal, so that the standard is carefully
analyzed.
But, then you get to areas where, if you knCM you are dealing
with sartething that is microscopic,
inspecting,

with the eyes;

there are times we look, when

there are times when we look through

microscopes; and, there are times when we have to determine what the
content is fran within.

I think New Jersey is doing a cxxnmendanle job

in arriving at the iaentification of the hazard.

Once identified, the

nodality of care concerning how you rerrove it then bec:>mes of critical
importance, oecause it doesn't do you well to identify it ana then not
address it properly.

That is why I say the first bill is in proper

position as we nON identify it.
I think the standard doesn't give ne any concern.

I applaud

their effort to reach it, because I think it is a very aggressive
standard.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

I just want to emphasize that.

I want to

emphasize what the Commissioner has just said, oecause I think,

in

basic terms, it means to the general public that there is a stanaard
and

the standard is going to be met.

But, all asbestos is not

necessarily harmful; that is, some asbestos can stay where it is ard it
does not interfere with the health of the individuals who are using the
facility.

That determination has to be made based upon stanaards.
I think too of t~n there has been a misunderstanding of this

fact; and I think in laymen's terms, it is important to continue to
enphasize that only sane asbestos is dangerous, and other asbestos is
not dangerous.
CCJ.lMISSIOOER IDDRIGUEZ:

Let me give you this example:

If I

were to suggest this to you -- and I am not sure; this floor is
probably

not -

that this

floor

is asbestos,

by

looking at

its

condition, and the fact that there is a great deal of cement with the
ingredient of asbestos, none of that is flaking.

We can take plenty of

time to consider what to do with this floor, if anything at all.
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There may be asbestos in that oolumn. Looking at it, it is
not flaking and we have plenty of time to consider what to do.
That ceiling tile is asbestos. It is new. We have time, not
as much time as we would have with the column, not as much ti.Ire as we
would have with the floor, but we would have time.
But, if now
sanebcx:ly is running through here with a stick aM scraping the ceiling,

we don't have as much time.
So, just the word asbestos didn't mean anything.

Asbestos

plus "F", friable; asbestos plus "F", friable, plus airborne -- if we
approadl it that way, we have time to address the priority items in the
State of New Jersey, and not simply react emotionally to the v.ord
asbestos.
That is the educational canponent that I think might be
missing. So, if bills are generated that simply address asbestos, we
are not doing a service to the priority list. First, I think we have
to address it by understanding it.
This report does break down its canponents so that I can say
fran my unsophisticated reading - because I am not a doctor -- that
they addressed it to my satisfaction because they broke it down into
its oornponents. If there is any ooncern with that breakdown, there is
a sufficient scientific camnunity in this State to react to that. But,
don't think there will be because what we have to know is known.
What we have to do now it to properly address it.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:
All right.
Are there any further
I

questions fran the Cormnittee members? (no questions) I want to thank
you, Corronissioner Rodriguez, for your very lucid presentation of wnat
has been happening ana where we are at.
I also want to welcome Assemblyman Otlowski and thank him for
beir¥3 here.
At

this

point,

I

would

like

Goldstein, fran the Department of Health.
CXJ14ISSiamR RICHARD CDLll>'IEIN:

you for inviting me here today.
then I will take questions.

to

call

on

Commissioner

Carmissioner Goldstein?

Thank you very much. I want to thank
I have a short testlinony to read and

We also have graphics available to go into

sane detail, depending on how far you want to go.
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If we are to address the issue of asbestos in schools and
other buildings in a rational manner, it is extremely important that a
number of facts be clearly understood by health professionals, school
administrators, other owners or operators of buildings containing
friable asbestos materials, and, most importantly, the general public.
The mere presence of asbestos does not, in aoo of itself,
pose a heal th risk to anyone. Asbestos-containing material, in gocx1
repair, is not likely to emit airborne fibers and, therefore, there is
no reason to rem:>ve them.

They will only becane a problem when a

building is being renovated, whereby the asbestos will be disturbed, or
a b.Jilding is to be denolished.

Two, asbestos-containi03 material should be rem:::>ved when
there is visible evidence of natural deterioration and asbestos flakes
observed on shelving, desks, or other horizontal surfaces, arrl when
there is significant damage fran vandalism, water damage, or other
trauma.
'l'he rem::>val work must be carefully planned, conductea, and
rronitored.
When asbestos renoval is indicated, it is important that an
emergency aboosphere not be created.
decision to renove asbestos.

Careful analysis nust precede any

Contractor qualifications ard references

nust be scrutinized to ensure that the contractor has the experience
resources -- i.e. personnel, equi?Oent sud1 as HEJ?A vacuums,
negative air ventilation units, etc. -- necessary to successfully
perform a rerroval job of the size and canplex bei03 proposed for a
and

site.
result

It cannot be overernphasizea that a poor rem:::>val job may
in significant exposure to building occupants, as well as

rerroval workers, and that sud"l a job can be avoided by careful planning

and supervision of the rercoval work.
Four, there are circumstances

where

asbestos-containing

material only minimally gives rise to exposure, and where careful
maintenance can satisfy the situation.
Five, health officials and other goverrunental agencies must
recognize

that

the manner

in whidl

tne

asbestos

issue has

been

presented to the public has generated apprehension and panic regarding
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the actual health risk to teachers and students, or to other
individuals in buildings containing friable asbestos materials.
'Ihe public must be advised that under m::>st conditions
non-occupational
ciennnstrated

exposure

to pose

a

to asbestos
significant

in

buildings

health

has

hazard.

not

It

is

been
the

maintenance personnel who are required to work on or in the imnediate
vicinity of damaged asbestos material who may be at risk of developing
asbestos-related disease.

So, personnel must be knowledgeable about

the potential risk and the correct means to avoid such risks.
Six, under present EPA regulations, asbestos must be removed
fran a building before that building can be demolished.
therefore, all asbestos will have to be rennved.

Ultimately,

This snould not be

used, however, as an excuse to create a panic situation and insist that
all asbestos be remov€d nc:M. It prOV'ides an opportunity to develcp a
long-range plan for the renoval of asbestos in a rational manner oy
considering the eventual necessity of rerroval in the master plan for
the building.
If renovations are planned, it may oe necessary, or
advisable, to consiaer the rerroval of asbestos at that time, and plan
accordingly to ensure that the reroval is acconplished in a suitable
manner.
The Asbestos Policy Committee, on which I serve as Chainnan,
is presently working on the development of assessment protocol that
calls for the ordered evaluation of several sources of doubt: building
construction records, field observations, an::t material and air samples,
prior to selection of the remediation option. 'lbe p::>licy, therefore,
serves to ensure that asbestos management decision-making will be
caipleted in a rational and uniform manner for those types of
facilities addressed by the p::>licy.
These facilities are public schools and State-owned and
managed buildings. The remainil)3 issue to be decided concerns asbestos
decision-making in non-State-owned or managed facilities, publicly
owned buildings, and other privately owned buildings that are occupied
by the public.
In this regard, Assembly Bill No. 1820, Assemblyman
Doria's landmarK legislation that was signed oy Governor Kean, provides
the initial framework which will minimize expose to asoestos hazards
fran shoddy work practices.
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The oill provides authorities for the training and licensing
of asbestos contractors and workers, for enforcement authorities and
penalties, and for the pranulgation of regulations and standards. The
latter includes protective equipment specifications, enclosure rerroval,
encapsulation procedures, waste disposal, and project nonitoring, arrong
other operational topics. Administration of these activities is to be
shared O:z1 the Departments of Labor, Heal th, and Environrcental
Protection, as Bill 1820 provides reasonable assurances that any
asbestos remediation project initiated in this State will be
accanpl ished in a manner that protects the heal th and safety of ooth
workers and building occupants.
That is n~ formal statement. We also have charts and I can
run you through hCJN we are proceeding with protocol plans for schools,
etc. , and h~ we are going to divvy this up anong all the different
State departments.
ASSEMBLY1'.1AN OORIA: I think that would be good, Comnissioner,
in the sense that it would give us an idea of exactly what is taking
place and what has to be done in the future. The only problem is, if
the charts can be brought close to you, we can then have the mikes
close to you.
CQ~SSICNER

OOLDSTEIN:

I apologize if the print isn't large

enough for everyone to grasp. Fortunately, I am sitting close; if I
were sitting there, I wouldn't see it either.
There is no
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
You can read it to us.
difficulty.
CCl-1MISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN: Okay. This is a chart whidl depicts
hCM the State departments are divvying up who does what to whan with
regard to asbestos.
The Department of Health will be the lead agency.
are as foll<=Ms.

OJr roles

We probably should have shaded these to shCM the

departments: department, department, department, department, and then
the rest are the functions of the departments.
This is the Health Department.

(indicating)

We are going to

certify private asbestos consultants. Those are the people who com= in
and do evaluations of buildings. We are going to prepare certification
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standards for private laboratories that do air and bulk nonitoring.
the Public Advocate's report raised earlier on, a variety

As
of

laboratories do asbestos laooratory work, and we are going to make
certain they are all doing it . the sane way.

We are also goi03 to

develop an asbestos remediation· management and prioritization program
for

State-owned,

State-leased

buildings.

That

will

be

done

in

conjunction with the Heal th Department, Treasury, OCA, and whatever
department happens to be in the building at that time, because if we
plan to rernediate it, they are going to have to 1nake sane plans to nove
people out and f ioo other locations for them.
The Health Department will do the evaluation and develop the
remediation plan for State buildings.

we will also

be

preparing the

standards for the training program, and the training program will be
perfonned on a contract basis through the Health Department.

We are

be developing

the certification of the removers,
inspectors,
and contractors,
and
prepare
the
standards and
certification of all those who do the training.
also going

to

The Department of Labor will have the responsibility for
licensing the contractors and the removers,

as well as consultant

services regarding workers' safety.
The DEP will be responsible for all the disposal.
The Department of Carmunity Affairs is going to play a very
large role in this effort, with the issuance of construction permits,
and, most importantly, nonitoring the actual removal work and the final
inspection to issue the Certificate of Occupancy.
In addition, the Department of Treasure is involved oecause
they approve the funding and nonitor the removal in buildings under its
jurisdiction, as well as provide consultant services.
The basic protocol has been established by the Policy Task
Force, and I would point out it differs substantially fran the EPA
test which was used in the past to determine whether or not asbestos
should or should not be removed.

Tne problem in this area is the

developnent of protocol which is consistent, which different inspectors
would agree UfX:>n, so it has consistency, arri which has a level of
objectivity,

so that reasonable people would not disagree with the

ultimate findings.
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Basically, we start off very simply:
not?"

That is a physical inspection.

"Is asbestos present or

And, there may be a question

So, we answer that with, "Mayoe it
is present," or, "No, it is not present."
If it is not present,

about it; sanetirnes you can't tell.
nothing further has to be done.

If it may be present, then we simply

do a laboratory analysis to determine, "What is tnat white stuff in the
ceiling?"

If it is less than one percent asbestos, then there is no

need to do anything further; no remediation need take place.
If it is over one percent in, let's say, that ceiling, we
then ask ourselves, "What is the pnysical condition of the asbestos'?"
And, there are a variety of detailed questions that we will ask in
order to determine the physical condition.
If it is in good condition, we then go ahead and perform an
air nonitorif¥3 test so that we can establish the air level.

Now, our

information indicates that if it is in good condition, then the air
level will be below the standard we are reccmnending.
below

the

standard,

then we

are

simply

recanmending

So,

if it is

an asbestos

management program, whidl means we are going to look at it; we are
going to make certain the asbestos does not .becane damaged in the
future through water damage or sanething else; ana we just m:>nitor it.
If, on the other hand, it is in good condition and it is
greater than 100 nanograrns, that simply says,

"we

must have missed

Satlething;" therefore, we have to go back and reevaluate that building,
because it is not logical, fran our information, to have that number
exceed our standard if, in fact, the asbestos is in good oondition.

It

only tells us we missed sanething; therefore, we go back and evaluate
it and run through that protocol again.
If it is clearly in bad condition, if it is clearly falling
off and you see it on the desks and on the floor,
rernediated; there is no question about that.
air standard in that kind of a situation.

it has to be

We don't need to do an

If it is in bad condition,

it has to be remediated.
So, what it all canes down to then is, what do you do in the
middle zone?

What we are doing in the middle zone is, when it is a

potential hazard,

\Ye

are determining an air level and if the air level

1ti

is

below

the

evaluation.

standard,

then we

are

going

to do a

case-by-case

We are simply saying, "Okay, let's examine this and we

will have objective people, informed professionals, make a decision as
to whether we should remediate, go to an asbestos management plan,
etc."

That is basically the protocol, and this is all going to be

backed up with very detailed types of check lists, so that different
inspectors,
agreement.

if

they went to the same site, would be in 0011plete

Now, this is all very canplex because of all the different
aspects of it.

This chart was prepared to try arrl simplify it.

one just deals with the school situation.
would oe inspected.

This

First of all, the schools

The Health Department woula train the inspectors

in the business of protocol that I have already discussed.
appears that somethiI"XJ needs to be done -

If it

arrl that is, they have to

develop a remediation plan -- it is the school boards' responsibility

to develop that plan, but the .Heal th Department will oe
guidelines. So, we assist them.

issuing

They then develq:> a remediation plan arrl then we have to
approve it to make certain it is accanplishing what it is sup.[X>sed to
accanplish.
will

be

The renoval project is then initiated.

hiring

certified

contractors.

The

At this time, they

contractors

will

be

employing certified rerrovers, arrl the air samples will be done t1j a
certified laboratory.

The rem:>val project then takes place.

project is m:mi tared by the DCA.
their

inspectors by that

monitoring.
canes

time.

'fhe

We will have trained and certified

'Ihey will

be the ones doing

the

Then there is a final approval arrl inspection, where OCA

in and

performed; and,

inspects to make certain the work has been properly
in addition, there is a final air saJrq?le, and the

Health Department laboratory will be performing that.
performed, and, in addition, there is that final air sample,

aoo the

Health Department laboratory will be performing that.
All right, what is left?

You have asked the question many

times this irorning about hCM the Policy Committee and the Legislature
can work mre closely together on this.

This is a map of New Jersey,

but it is a diagram; these are not actual counties.
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What we are trying

here is, there are many pieces to the asbestos puzzle.
number of then together.

There are still

SOOE

we

have glued a

remaining pieces, arid

this is where we are going to need your help, on the remaining pieces.
One is the policy issue about public buildings.
address

a

m::>vie

How do we

theater or places of public assembly which are

privately owned? That is a major issue. How do we address private
dwellings -- haneowners, for example? What is our plan going to be for
dealing with that particular situation?

What legislation is goin:J to

be necessary to deal with these subjects, depending upon what the

Anj then,
lastly, the funding. This program is going to oost noney, and we are
going to need your help with funding. In tact, we are aiscussi03 now,
Policy Carmittee decides is the roc>st appropriate way to go?

in terms of the reccmnendations in the interim report, h<:M to fund; and
it

is possible

that

the

administration

may

require

supplemental

If that is going to be the case, then, again, we are going to

funding.

a:xne to ask for your support.
This is the O\Terall presentation.

Again, I have IlOre details

if you want to go into the training programs and what the other
cc.mponents are - renoval specifications, etc.
detail if that is your area of interest.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
the training program.
satiething I
degree.

So, we can go into nore

I would think we would be interested in

Why don't we talk about that, because that is

think was of concern, and 1820 did address that to a

Maybe we can talk about exactly what the trainin:J program will

look like.

We kn<:M that the individuals who are going to be removing

asbestos will be properly trained and they will,

number one,

not

endanger themselves nor endanger the individuals in the facility in
Whidl they are removing the asbestos.
CCJt1MISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:
curriculum.

Okay.

This is the basic oourse

Now, we do not have the details to go beyorxi this.

We are

asking for funding in order to hire a contractor to fill in all the
aays to put on a comprehensive program.

That is our estimate.

So, we

are recamnending a 32-hour training course.
Second, the course will discuss the health hazards involved
with handing asbestos:

f*lysiology; asbestosis; lung cancer; srroking
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cessation; mesotheliana; etc; and how to recognize asbestos material,
because there are a variety of different types and how are they used?
standards -

where do we f irrl them

There will be a review of the Federal and State

HEPA, etc. -

because we want the workers to be familiar

with the laws and regulations that are in effect;
clothing

and

equipnent,

such

as

respirators,

that

the protective
the

men

will

necessarily work with as part of this; the minimum specifications for
asbestos rercoval whidl the contractors will be obligated to meet aOC1,
therefore,
the workers will be meeting those for them; the
methodologies to control airborne asbestos, the containment procedures,
and the ventilation procedures that are required; and general safety
considerations, sudl as electrical hazards, heat, stress, scaffolding,
and other injuries.

I should p:>int out that what we are planning in

many of these areas is a hands-on approach to it; it is not just going
to be a slide shCM of, "This is a job site."

It is our intent that

they are going to get hands-on experience in tenilS of actually using
the plastic,

sealing it,

dealing with the hepafiltration systems,

negative pressures, etc.
There is going to be a written examination.
to have to pass

~at

test.

'Ibey are going

Tnere is goiBJ to be a photo I.D. issued

which they are going to have to carry, so that when inspectors go to

job sites these people are going to have their I.D. cards on them, and
they are going to have to make them available to the inspectors.

There

is going to be a continuing education program as well, so that as we
develop new information we will have a IIEchanism to upgrade the
knowledge base.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Camnissioner, we will be the first state,

probably - or one of the first states -- to develop this type of
training program, I suspect?
~ISSI~ER

GOLDSTEIN:

Yes.

This

is

a

cooprehensive program than has ever been done before.
training programs.

much

roc>re

There are

Indeed, our State, through the Treasury Department,

nad a training program, but we are not getting really serious about
this.
topics,

The training program we had before covered several of these
such

as heal th hazards.

I know that because the Heal th
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Department was giving that p::>rtion of the course.

It was a three-hour

program, and this, obviously, is a much more canprehensive program, and
it has a real written exanination to go with it.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Do

you

feel

concerning

the asbestos

rercovals that have taken place in the past that sane of the \\Urkers
were not qualified, or that they did not have the experience necessary
to do the type of job they should do?.
CCMMISSIOOER
investigate that.

GOLDSTEIN:

The

Health

Department

didn't

But, I think the Public Advocate certainly did.

His

re.POrt went into that, and based on his report I find that to be valid
information.

I have

no reason not to agree with his findings.

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

So, you do agree with the report of the

Public Advocate in that area?
CG1MISSILNER GOLnsTEIN:

assisted

Oh,

yes.

The Health Department

the Public Advocate as he developed information in this

regard.
ASSEMBLYMAN

OORIA:

Are

there

questions

any

f ran

the

Committee members? Assemblyman HollenbeCK?
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

We have had asbestos reroc>val fran

various public buildings?
Cll-1MISSIOOER OOLDSTEIN:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN HOJ:.LENBECK:

that has occurred?

CCMMISSIQ~ER

GOLDSTEIN:

ASSEMBLYMAN

HOLLENBECK:

By

public buildings do you mean

schools?
Schools

or

any

other

public

buildings?
CCMMISSIOOER OOLDSTEIN:

Well certainly the schools.

I \\UUld

have to look into the available information to see the extent of
non-school rerroval.
ASSEMHLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

All right.

Where it was rerroved,

did it go through any type of an evaluation procedure or a decision
protocol, such as you described?
CG1MISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:
here was just developea,

The decision protocol I presented

so, ooviously,

decision process.
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it didn't go through that

There was an EPA test that was in ef feet prior to this one
which was similar but it did not have our air stanaard.
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBEO<: Who made the decision to remove tne
asbestos fran the various buildings?
CCJw1MISSIONER

The school boards.

OOLDSTEIN~

ASSFMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:
Department?

Was that with the advice of your

Did you crlvise them?

cx:r.tMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:
clear.

That particular issue is not totally

Now let me tell you what I mean by not totally clear:

The

Health Department, since, I believe, 19b1, has inspected 666 schools.
Now, of those 666, we recanmended rerroval in approximately

~5

percent.

That is one piece of information.
Now, secondly, there was a lot of activity which occurred
this sunmer.

I don't have the final number on how many schools went

through remediation projects.
Ccmnissioner Cooperman.
NON,

You will get that, presumably, fran

They removed it.

we haven't cross-checked the list to see how many of

those who removed it did so because we recommended that they should
rerrove it;

how many were the other 75 percent, where we did not

recarmend renoval; or, hON many were those that we never inspected.
So,

until we can cross-correlate those two lists, I can't exactly

answer your question.
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

Of

course,

the point is,

if we

didn't go through property evaluation at the time, it was a uove of
hysteria rather than one of rationalization, which I think. your report
even

says

it

should be

carefully calculated and

carefully in order to develop the program.

looked

at very

We might have unnecessarily

risked exposure for the people WhO were in those buildings at the time
because of somel:xxfy's hysteria. Now, we are formulating a program and
trying to close the barn door, but we let the horse escape in a lot of
cases already.
COOMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:
your statement.

Well, I agree with the fist half of

To the extent that the damage has already been <X>ne --

whatever the damage was -

that is also true.

But, to say the barn

door was shut, I don't think that is quite the situation.
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Even tnough there are 1500 schools in New Jersey, I thinK the
progra111 will

n<:MI

at least address those 1500, aoo we have all the

State-owned and managed facilities, plus we are trying to examine a
policy on how to deal with the rest of the "universe."
ASSF,MBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

'!he damage,

of course, was the

exposure to the students in the sChools, aoo to the employees in the
schools.
CCMvl!SSIOOER OOLDS'I'EIN:
damage.

I aon't think that was the primary

I think that Conrnissioner Cooperman will ccmnent on that,

because I don't think that was the damage at all.
ASSEMBLYMAN IDLLENBECK:

Was there exposure?

CCl-1MISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:

I think there were two damages.

Tne

first damage, I think, was the unnecessary expenditure of resources to
correct a deficiency when, in fact, the deficiency may not have needed
correct ion.

The second area was the potential heal th hazard to the

workers who may not have been properly instructed regarding ho.v to
protect themselves.
The third area, in tenns of the schools, the school children,
and/or the teachers -- none of these schools were cpened prior to the
passing of a final inspection.

So, the aamage was contained at that

point and did not nove to the school children or to the teachers.
was prevented.
ASSEMBLYMAN OOLLENBECK:

That

Do we agree that when you disturb it

you will create an airborne problem, and once it is airborne aoo it
settles down, it is difficult to clean?
CXXv1MISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN: No, the fact of the matter is that
under proper procedures it does get airborne, and obviously that is a
potential hazard; but, the. space is supposed to be very tightly sealed
with plastic and tape.

Secondly, as it becanes airborne, they are

supposed to have a vacuum suction unit sucking all that air with the
fibers in it, into a hepafiltration, and into a sealed bag, so that
none of it can escape.

That is the proper way to do it.

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

Was that the procedure followed in

every case?
CCl1MISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:

No, that procedure was not followed

well in every case.
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ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

So, that is the way it will be oone,

and should be done; but, it was not done that way.

CC11i1.ISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:
that was the right way to do it.

No, bUt the rules at that tirne said
The fact is, in many situations, the

rules were not being prq:>erly followed.
ASSF.MBLYMAN

HOLLENBECK:

Then,

of

course,

my

original

statement regarding exposure to the students and to the people who work
in those particular

areas~

CCM1.ISSICNER OOLDSTEIN:
were closed at the time.

(interrupting)

No, no; the schools

So, even if it escaped fran those areas, the

cleanup that followed dealt with all those areas.
ASSt;MBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

Yoo are referring to the fact that

after the disturbance you then cleared it all out, there was none
left, a00 nc:M you will not detect any asbestos, airborne or friable,
that could have becane airborne?
<Xli1MISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:

Right.

The cleanups that foll<Med,

even with the bad practices usedw were cnnprehensive.

The inspections

that occurred, once we had the knowledge these procedures were not
being done prq:>erly, were very canprehensive.

No school opened that

wasn't properly cleaned up arxi safe.
ASb'"EMBLYMAN OOLLENBECK:

No school had any asbestos particles

of over 100 nanograms?
CC1'1MISSICNER Q)LDSTEIN:

well, that is a different question.

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

That is after the cleanup now.

CXl-1MISSI~ER

GOLDSTEIN:

Yes, I understand your question.

I

am going to give yoo an answer to it.
ASSEMBLYMAN OOLLENBECK:
start a cleanup now.

Because that is the criteria used to

I am saying after the cleanup, dia any of those

schools, or any of those b.lildings, meet that criteria?
~SSI~

GOLDSrEIN:

well, what I didn't point out in my

testimony was, in order to do that kind of air standard requires an
electron microscope.
microscope.

The State does not currently own an electron

We are in the process -- Treasury approved it -- of

purchasing that electron microscope.
This is a forward-looking policy.
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ASSBMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:
now.

I am not disagreeing with the policy

What is am disagreeing with is that sanebody jumped the gun -

unnecessarily maybe, but it seems some people jumped the gun -- and
with that, they caused sare unnecessary exposure and risk.
disagree with.
cntMISSIOOER OOLDSTEIN:

I agree with you.

I

That I

think school

boards did jump the gun, and I think when we look at the reasons why
they Jumped the gun, they thought they were doi03 the right thing.
'!his was created by the EPA
Let' s look back in history:
saying, "You must put a sign up stati03 that you have asbestos."

As

the Public Advocate indicated, that is :pJtting the "Big A" up, with no
guidelines, no procedures, and nothing regarding what to do about it.
That generated a very strong public outrage, not only in New Jersey b.Jt
across the nation.
enhanced reaction.

The fact is, I think New Jersey did have an
we have to look at the history of New Jersey, which

you know much oetter than I do, with the Johns Manville situation we
had here; the fact that the original studies oo nesotheliana and lung
cancers,

related to high occupational

exp::>sure,

were done oy Dr.

Solokoff, a New Jersey resident; the fact that Governor Byrne was very
much involved in this by settiDJ up an Asbestos Policy Task Force under
his Administration; the fact that he asked

E~A

to develop standards and

protoools, whidl they did not do; aoo the fact that New Jersey has been
out front in this field for years, and we are continuing to be out
front in what we are doing about asbestos.
ASSEMBLYMAN OOLLENBECK: But at that time was it even known
that there were no known exposure cases to people who were not in the
occupational fields that used it?
ca-tMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:

No,

the risk exposure information

was sanething-ASSEMBLYMAN HOILENBECK:

( interrupting)

There were no known

cases of cancer fran it?
COOMISSICNER GOIDSTEIN:

I'm sorry, would you repeat that

question, sir?
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

You ·reached the conclusion in your

own report, that when people don't use or work with it -- people who
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have had just casual exposure to it -- there were no known cases in the
8tate.

wasn't that known at that time?
CCMI1ISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:

with the latest information.

Not necessarily, no.

We are not the only(interrupting)

ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:
1~70

period between

and

This was during the

and 1980, was it not?

CCMMISSIOOER
information,

We are dealing

the

GOLDSTEIN:
nost

because

No,

canprehensive

the

study

of

m::>st
the

situation, in fact, was done by the canadian Government.
report

that

is

thousands

of pages

thick,

and

that

recent
asbestos

'!hey did a
is

canprehensive recent documentation of all the information.

the

we

nost
were

fortunate that we had that study available to us, as well as additional
information which they did not have.
I

can't speak exactly to dates, regarding exactly when we

knew sanething.

What I am saying is, the information we have in our

report is the nost current possible.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: 'Ihe question only deals with the period
I will use your own statement, fran your own

between 1970 and 1980.
interim report.

1980?

Was this known during the period between .l97u and

"There were no documented cases of lung cancer associatea with

low-level asbestos exposure CNer a lifetime."
CG1MISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:

(interrupting)

The fact that there

were-ASSEMBLYMAN

OORIA:

(continuing)

"The

rrodels

used

to

determine--"
CClv1MISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:

(interrupting)

Yes.

I am certain

it was known that there was no documentation for substantiating low
levels of lung cancer due to asbestos.

That doesn't mean it didn't

necessarily exist at that point in time; it just hadn't been found.

So, this report takes that information one step further.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: I am not disagreeing with your report, I
am only trying to say that information was known even back between the
periods of 1970 and 1980.
CXJ.1MISSIOOER GO.illST.t:IN:

Many scientists, at that point in

time, were arguing that even though one didn't find it did not mean it

didn't exist.
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ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
Society.

You know, we still have a Flat Earth

People still believe the earth is flat.

So, the disagreement

is there.
COOMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:

Well, with a long lead time -

there

is a 30-year i;x:>tential exposure -- there are a number of pecple, and
this is part of the education program, who believe that one asbestos
fiber can result in a case of either lung cancer or mesotheliana.

And,

with a 30-year lead time and with other environmental elements in our
society,

it is very difficult to prove that oould not exist as a

possibility.

so,

this is very difficult to refute.

What we are

ooncerned with is putting it into a reasonable perspective.
They will also adrni t, at the sane time, that even if this
were the case, the odds against that happening approach those of beiog
struck Oj lightning.

So, we are talking abOut infinitesimal odds in

order to make a point which cannot, in fact, be proved.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

As I said, I agree with your report; I

don't aisagree with the report.
it has become very expensive:

I only disagree because, as you said,
Money has been spent, arXi we have had

the possibility of unnecessary risk of exposure, where we shouldn't
have risked exposure.
CCJ.'IMISSIGIBR OOLDSTEIN:
ASSEMBLYMAL~

OORIA:

Yes.

I agree with that.

I only wonder how that was allowed to

occur.
~ISSIOOER

GOLDSTEIN:

allowed to occur as it did occur.

Well, it wasn't so rnudl that it was
I tried to indicate that we think

the primary reason for that was due to the tl'A requirement to post that
sign.
In the previous years, we haa been running 3U to 40 such
projects over the a:>urse of the stmmer, and this stmrner the number was
extraordinarily high.
dramatically-situation hit.

When we learned that the number was going up

This policy test was performed before the summer
We were aware of problems with asbestos removal.

is why the program was put together.

That

What we did not anticipate when

the Governor signed that Executive Order, were the events that happened
in the surraner -- the rush to judgment, if you will.
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But, when we learned about it -- and we learned about it in
June or July

then the Heal th Department and the Department of

Education stepped up its efforts, and that is also when the Public
Advocate stepped up his efforts, in order to cast 100re light on what
was happening that surmner.
But, the reason the Policy Task Force was set up in the first
place was to avoid a situation such as the one that happened.
had no foreknowledge.

We just

We simply just dia not expect that it would

transpire the way it did.

We were basically going to allow 30 or 40

such projects to go ahead, and have our plan in place for the following
sununer.
It took a great deal of time a00 effort for all
different State agencies,
agreement.

individuals,

scientists,

etc.,

these

to reach

This is not sanethiD3 that was just put together in a week

by saying, "We need a plan, and we better look goc>d."

This thing was

studied in-depth.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

I don't disagree with that.

departments were aware of the Task Force?

All

the

Was the Department of

Education aware of it?
~SSICNER

Of the Policy Task Force?

GOLD.STEIN:

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Yes.

CQ•lMISSICNER GOLUSTEIN:
ASSEMBLYMAN

Thank

OORIA:

questions?
ASSEMBLYMAN O!'LCWSKI:
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

uf course; they sit on it.
you.

Are

there

any

other

Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Otlowski.

ASSEMBLYMAN CJrLaiSKI: Ccmnissioner, one of the things that
oothers me, fran an administrative point of view, is sane of the
testi.IOOny that was developed here today.
developed so far indicates that in

SOO"e

The testimony that has been
cases it would be better to

leave the thing alone, because there is no proof that it is causing any
damage, or that it coula cause any damage.
Second,

the

testinony

showed

that,

unaer

the

present

circumstances, if you rem:>ved it, you could cause more hann than good
at the present time.
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Third, there is a question of, how far and how widespread is
the job and how is it to be tackled?
Now,

under

those

circumstances,

with

some

of

the

saa

experiences we have had with bureaucracy and with inspections generally
-

and I am familiar with that fran two points of view, one as an

administrator aM one as a legislator -

we

view,

fran a legislative point of

have been conducting hearings

about

the overlapping of

inspections, and the contradictions fran one inspector to another.

As

a result of that, of course, all kinds of dlaotic situations result and
all kinds of escalated costs result.
Now, fran an administrative point of view, in view of the
testinony that has been developed so far, how are you goirg to prevent
all of these inspectors, that hordes that would undoubtedly be created

oy this legislation, fran contradictirg eadl other, causeing chaos, and
causing all kinds of problems?

What efforts will be made?

What kind

of mechanism will be used to cage those inspectors so they will all be
on one track, and they \«>n't be in a position to escalate cost, to
cause confusion, or to cause rrore cost arrl confusion than any gcx.x:1 they
could bring about through this?

How do you prqx:>se to deal with that?

CDMMISSI~ER

simply,

I

think

GOLUSTEIN: That is a very good question. uuite
the thrust of that is, A, there has to be a

standardized protocol, and,
party.

a,

the training all has to be done by one

The protocol has to be established in such a way so that

different inspectors, going to the same site, would agree.
is exactly what the Policy Task force is

And,

this

re~nding.

In this case, the Health Department is developing the
standards for the training program, and the Heal th Department is to
certify the reIIOvers, inspectors, aoo contractors.

In aadition, we are

developing the standards and the certification of all those doing the
training.
The number of inspectors here is not canprehensive.

DCA

plays·a key role in this, and the Health Department plays a key role in
it.

That is about it.

So,

we don't really have two groups of

inspectors, arrl it is not possible to have the confusion you mentioned
because of the responsibilities the different departments have.
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OCA

has the Uniform Construction Code within it.
issue permits to do construction.
rroni tor.

And,

They are the ones that

They are the ones that develq:> and

they are the ones that

issue the Certificates of

Occupancy. So, their inspectors are the ones that are going to need to
be trained, and the Health Department, in fact, is going to train them
in exactly the sane way we train our own people.
So, there is going to be standardization of the training
program and there is going to be a standardized protocol.
We have
great objectivity built into this, not only in the way we do a physical
inspection but also due to the fact that the air standard will be
performed by our lab::>ratory, and we will be ac-quiring an electron
microscope to use in that test.
So, everything should be nuch rrore consistent and nuch rrore
unifonn than it has ever been, al'Xl it is being done this way to attack
the issues that you very legitimately raised.
ASSEMBLYMAN aru:MSKI:
proposals -

Let

m2

Under the

ask you this:

and, as a matter of fact, I am not familiar with the

legislation that has been proposed, nor with the details of it -

and

under the legislation, i,.uuld the Coomissioner of Heal th, for example,
have the authority to review the work of those inspectors in oraer to
make sure that they were toeing the line, that their inspections were
sensible,

legitimate, and in oonformity with

the law,

rather than

everybody dancing in different directions?
CCX'1MISSICNER GOLJJb'TEIN:
ASSEMBLYMAN

Yes.
The

01'1.ll\TSKI:

Cornnissioner

\tK>uld

nave

the

authority to review that?
Yes.

CCMMISSICNER QJIDSTEIN:

Arxl the Camnissioner would have the

ASSEMBLYMAN Ol'LONSt<I:

authority to reverse inspectors who were arbitrary, capricious, or
ignorant?
Well

CCMMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:

Canmissioner
authority.

ot

the Department of

There

are

two

llOll,

Labor.

Comnissioners

Canmissioner and the Conmissioner of Labor.
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that comes under the
He

has

involved,

to have
the

that
Heal th

As

far as lousy work practices are concerned, the Health

Department would identify lousy \ar'Qrk practices, but it would be the
Department of Labor that w::>uld oversee the license.
ASSF,MBLYI~ OI'UMS.t:<I:
I think that with legislation, sudl as
this, when you are getting into an area that is so swampy, great care
has to be taken so that you don't create inspectors who are going to
create nore havoc than the problem itself creates.
~SSICNER

GOLDSTEIN:

are not going to do that.

I absolutely agree with you, arx:i we

we find that Bill

of legislation; it is very well worked out.
long way.

1820 is a terrific piece

We are confident it goes a

As a matter of fact, we are so oonfident that when we put

our puzzle up, we showed it in white aOO not in red, arri this thing
(referring to aforementioned puzzle) was developed before tne Governor
signed the legislation.
ASSEMBLYMAN OI'LCMSKI:

camdssioner, let me ask you this

question, in view of the testinony that has aevelopea here today.
Again, the testimony has Shown that in some instances it is better left
undone than to toucn it.

Are yoo prepared, or when will you be

prepared-- As a matter of fact sane of the questions that were asked
by my colleague, Assemblyman Hollenbeck, also refer to the possibility
of your rushing into this, tearing buildings ciovm, and just creating
activity so that the people will feel something is being done and
hysteria is being allayed.
When will there be a real, intelligent,
measured approad1 to this, in your opinion?

CClvlMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:

Well,

measured approach is occurring right now.

I

think

the

intelligent

The implementation of that

measured approacn is in the future.

'!he Task Force expects to cnnplete

its

year,

work

by

recoomendations.

the

end

of

this

and

then

we

wi 11

have

Hopefully, through dialogue with this Corrmittee we

will establish the legislative priorities, react to sore of the oills
you have been considering, and give you our judgments on them in order
to establish what the funding 1n2chanism will be
Our timetable shows that the. training program should be on
line oy February 1, and that the OCA will be in the school-monitoring
business by April 1, so that the events which occurred last summer will
not occur again in the upcaning summer.
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ASSEMBLYMAN

or~SKI :

Thank you very nu ch.

ASSEMBLYMAN 00.l:UA: Assemblyman Felice?
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:
Commissioner, one of the things you
brought out was the fact that initially your group dia a study of
approximately 666
schools.
Of
that percentage you found
approximatelyC~SSIOOER

OOIDSTEIN:

(interrupting)

Twenty five percent.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE: (continuing) -twenty five percent. I
am sure that information was given to the Department of Education and
Mr. Cooperman's office. Was that ever given to the school districts?
CCl-lMISSilNER GOLDS'rEIN: I would have to check the exact flow
of infonnation. I doubt if it was the same in all 666 ins_pections.
Peter, do you have an answer on that?
boards.

MEMBER UF AUDIENCE:
It was primarily given to the school
We were actually serving on a consultant basis. When we went

into a school and assessed it arx3 found a need to remove the asbestos,
it was brought to the attention of specific school tx::>ards, as well as
the local Hoard of Heal th.

Now, whether or not the school board took
the initiative to push it upward to the Deparbnent of F,ducation -- that

took place sanet~s, and it did not take place at other times.
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE: In other words, we don't know right

rn-l

if the 25 percent, as you mentioned, were ever actually accanplished that the renoval took place?
c:x:.tMISSICNER GOLUSTEIN: That is correct. We have not crosschecked our inspection list with those projects that actually occurred,
and that needs to be done. '!'hat points to another bill, whidl has to
do with paying school districts for having done those reuoval
projects. The question is, if they removed it in the face of a report
fran the Health Department which said they should not renove it, do we
really want to repay them for that effort?
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:

well, that is Unportant.

COMMISSIOOEH GOLD.STEIN:

Right.

So, it is vecy necessary for

us to cross-check our list to see wnether or not they went ahead with
it after they received a report fran us which said "don't
versus a report fran us saying, "go ahead, rernediate it."
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do

it, "

ASSEMBLYMAN

FELICE:

beneficial to this Cornmittee.

·rnat

information

would

be

very

I tl1ink we should also knON if there are

school districts that were in that 25 percent where maybe nothing has
been done.
CG1MISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:
themselves,

Yes.

So then, tne school boards took it upon

even when they were notified that they weren't

in a

hazardous position, to go ahead and renove the asbestos?
Ca1MISSICNER GOIDSTEIN:
they did or not.

'!hat's possible.

I don't know if

I don't knON if our 666 relate at all to any of tne

projects that we are talking about.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
like to clarify it.

There is a problem here and I would just

I think the problem is that the Department of

Health never ccmnunicated with the Department of Education, so the
school districts may have known rut the Department of F.ducation never

knew.

So, there could have been a lack of coordination, where the

Department of Education was requiring that the school districts do a
survey

and

make a determination of what the problems may have been.

So, a district may have been told one thing one place and then they may
have been told sanethi~ else by sareone else.
As an example,
outside

consultant

a lot of school districts brought in an

as part of

the

survey

process.

Tne outside

consultant may have said there was a problem. '!bat then went to the
Department of Education and the Department of Education was informed
there was a problem, but they had nothing fran the Department of Health
telling them there wasn't a problem.

This just points up a very bad

bureaucratic situation that, hopefully, will now be rectified by what
is taking place.

But, there was a lack of cam1unication there that I

think was very bad.
I do not think anyone is to blarre for this.
blame.

But, what I am saying is, that was going on.

I am not placing
In one place they

were being tola one thing and in another place they were being told
another thing.

There was pressure fran the general public, and things

were getting confused.
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Let rre ccmnent on that.
The
Department of Education was not telling school boards to rernediate.
CGlMISSIOOER

GOLDSTEIN:

'!he Department of Education was simply enforcing the

EPA

said,

us

"You are required to pc'St a sign telling

ruling which
if

you have

asbestos."
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

But then the public pressure cane about

which said, "you should take it out because it is bad," even if it
wasn't really bad.

This follows what Assemblyman Hollenoeck said

during his questioning.

we see here a great deal of public
confusion, more than anything else, which resulted in hysteria in sane
instances ~ maybe it was unjustifiable, but, still, people felt there
was a problem and they were doing what they thought was right because
Tnis is the thing,

of the impression createo, and because of the consultants' findings.

Many consultants, as you

knCM#

came into the districts throughout the

State a00 they were tellil'¥3 them things.

These reports went to the

Department.
I think that, as Assemblyman Felice said, it is necessary and, I would ask you to work together with the Department of Education

and Canmissioner Cooperman on this -

for you to try to come up with

sane kind of a list of schools where you found a problem, and how many
of them were rernediated.

Then you should cooe up with a list of those

where you didn't find a problem, but which subsequently renoved it, and
why they did the renoval.
that there was a problem.

Maybe they had a consultant's report saying
Try

to find out exactly what took place,

because in the end maybe the school districts were doing what they
thought was best because of a lot of confusion oo their part.
I think this is really SOOlething we definitely
detennined; there was confusion.
not able -

have

It is a shame that the Task Force was

and we understand that there were a lot of experts involved

and it takes a while to develop the standards; it is a very good refX)rt
-

to begin this a year earlier so that we could have dealt with it

prior to it becaning nore than an emergency because of the oonfusion
created.
CCMMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:

Right, you are not the only one to

make that conmen t.
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ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

That is a shame.

I have a couple of

questions.
ASSEMBLYMAN

DrLGJSKI:

Chairman, before you asl( your

Mr.

can we just aevelq:> the point you Just made and

questions,

Assemblyman Felice and Assemblyman Hollenbeck made?

that

Let's just stay

with that for a minute, because I think it is very, very important.
We have several departments that are involved here, and as
soon as I see that I get terribly frightened.

We have the Department

we have the EPA, and we have the Heal th Department

of Education,

If I am going to seoo my kid to school to be educated, I

involved.

would want that problem to be handled by the Department of Education.
But, if I am talking about health - a health problem, and I think
asbestos is a health problem -- I want to see tnat handled fran a
health point of view.

I would want to see that handlea by one voice

anct by one person so that there

~uldn'

t be this mass confusion, and,

as a matter of fact the introduction aoo encouragement of hysteria
which occurs when so many departments get involved with it. You then
have a crisscross of information arrl all kinds of undercurrents going
on.
the approach we are talking about,

Now, with our approach,

are we

going

to make sure that

this

is pinpointed;

that

it

is

centralized; that one department is going to be handling this; that
this is a health problem and that it is going to be handled fran that
point of view? Is that the approach we are taking?
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
I think so, yes, Assemblyman Otlowski.
That is what we

tryi~

to encourage.

The Task Force report that was

put together is also saying the same thing.
I think what we ·are trying to determine here is, "What did
happen in the past?"
future.

in order to try to prevent problems in the

I think that is one definite recarmendation that has to be

made and that we have to encourage.
necessary.
definitely

The proposal
think

it

is

is

I don't know if legislation is

in the

necessary

interim report.

for

one

aepartment

HCMever,
to

I

accept

responsibility aoo then to coordinate the process, ratner than doing
what has taken place in the past.
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I remember going to neetings -- and I am not going to belabor
tnis -- on the asbestos bill, for the reiroval of asbestos in the
elementary and secondary schools, and I remember EPA caning in and
saying one thing, arxi the Department of Health caning in arrl saying
another thing.

Environmental Protection, the Department of Health and

the Department of Education were all saying something else.
confusing.

I think that

l'lOt\f

It was

it is necessary for ooe department -

in

this instance it seems to be the Department of Health, arx1 that is fine
with me -- to take aver the leadership and do the cxx:>rdination; this
will prevent a lot of the confusion that has occurred in the past.
To go on with that, I want to as.K. the question that always
canes up during
encapsulate it?

these discussions:

Do

we reIID\7e

it,

or do we

It seems like there is no answer to that question.

I

have people fran your department telling ne one thing, and then I have
people fran other departments telling me another thing.

Are both

allowable at the present time? As you knCM, the schools were told they
could not encapsulate it, that they should rertnve it.

Now,

are we

going to allCM encapsulation? There are argwnents pro arxj con on this,
and I understand that, because eventually it will have to be renoved
before the building is tom down.

I unaerstaoo that.

But, will we

allCM that, or will we just be going for the renoval?

Will there be

one policy on that, and will there be a clearly-defined policy on tnat?
CG1M.ISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:
p:>licy on that.

But, let ne quickly point out that it is not a choice

of "a" or "b".

renoval

is

There will be a clearly-defined

It depends on the situation.

the only logical thing

to do;

In some situations,

in other

cases

it

is

encapsulation; and in other cases it is enclosure.
Encapsulation,
although it sounds like enclosure, technically means to apply plastic
paint over it, which just seals it nore tightly to the surf ace so it
can't be disturbed.
Sanetimes simply surrounding it with a physical barrier is
the solution.
building,

So, it varies.

It depends on the life expectancy of the

so it has a cost implication.

It is a disruption.

depends on how many occupants there are in the building.

It

It makes no

sense to do the same thing in a classroan that is done in a boiler
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roan, a service tunnel, or in an office.
So, there are different
envirorments, different situations, and different approaches. But, all
have the same effect, and that is to create a safe environment for
those who are going to be in the buildings.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
So then what we are saying is
encapsulation, given the appropriateness of the proce<iure, will be
allowed.
Because I have had sanebody fran your department cane to
carmittee meetings arrl Sa::f that you are saying encapsulation should not
exist at all and it should not be included in any legislation.
CG1MISSICl-IBR GOLD.STEIN: No. Peter do you want to carment on
that?
MEMBER OF AUlJIENCE: Tnat was part of interim policy that was
developed back in the Byrne Administration
that encapsulation was
not allONed. A lot of things have happened since then.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: I had sanebody fran your department at a
C'allnittee meeting two weeks ago who said that. I don't remember his
name~ Doctor "sanebody", who came to the Education Comnittee m=eting
in the Senate on the bill dealing with renoval in Higher Ed, arrl he was
saying that the word encapsulate should be renoved because we do not
encapsulate in New Jersey.
MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: Well, the interim report you have before
you clearly indicates that is a possible alternative for temporary
remediation. You have to underscore the word "temporary."
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: But, fran what the Ccmmissioner saia, it
depends upon the situation. It can be used, or it cannot be used. In
the past it could never be used. So nOfl we are saying, depending on
what the situation is and what the problem is, we can use it. I just
wanted to get that clear because I did have saneone fran the Depar~nt
of Health testify against encapsulation, just about two weeks ago, at a
hearing oefore the Senate Education Cannittee.
C<l-1MISSICNER OOLDSTEIN: All right. I can find out who did
it and the context in whidl he did it, to see if maybe he woula want to
set the record straight on that.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: Yes. As I said, I was getting confusea
because I couldn't figure out what was going on. Once again, there is
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a need for some of the infonnation to flow to all elements of the
department. That is alwa~1 s a problem too, and I understand tr.a-:; but
that did occur.
The next problem is the question of public buildings
question of public institutions.
My

There has not been any answer on

questions are, what are we discussing here?
Number one, obviously inspection is one thing.

first

the

You present those as two areas that

are, at the present time, in the red.
them.

aoo

step.

And,

obviously,

fran

that

inspection

That is the
process

a

determination will be made as to whether or not it is safe or unsafe.
Is that oorrect?
Then,

wno is going to be responsiole for that?

Again, will

it be through the Department of Heal th and then DCA inspectors wil 1 go
out and do this?

I am not

talki~

about our public institutions; I am

we know that ooviously we

not ooncerned about our p.iblic institutions.
are going to have to get involved there.
cpen to the general public?

But, what aoout buildings

For example, novie theaters that have

asbestos ceilings that are peeling?
CCMMISSIOOER GOIDSTEIN:

I can only ask questions, as you are

asking questions.' The Policy Task Force has yet to address this.
Let's take a novie theater for an example.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

(interrupting)

Where the ceiling is

peeling and it is asbestos.
CDiMISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:
is asbestos.

Okay, the ceiling is peeling aril it

First of all, the question

CXJne

up, "Should the State be

involved in assessing a private building arrl who is going to pay for
that assessment?"
Second, where is the health hazard?

If you are in a movie

theater for two hours, is that the same as being in a building eight
hours?

JX>

we have a different standard?

One could SB:f it doesn't

affect the patrons, but what about the people, the ushers and the
person in the projection roan?

How do we protect them?

So, it starts getting very involved as we nove to different
types of buildings.
answers.

Similar questions don't necessarily have the same

I have no answers for you today, but it is going to be--
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ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Will the Task Force be addressing this?

That is my first question.
C~SSia.JER OOLDSTEIN:
Yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: It will be addressirg it?
(XMtllSSICNER OOLDSTEIN:
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

That is m:>st critical to the issue.

Okay.

a:MMISSICNER OOIDSTEIN:
the fundirg piece together.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Then, once we have that, we can put

Again,

I

don't want

situation where we create mass hysteria.

to get into a

we have a bill that was

introduced to inspect every private hane in the State for asbestos
before it is sold.

Now, that is a problem.

We are talking about a

very difficult situation here, and I just don't want to find ourselves
with pieces of legislation like that, or other legislation that canes
through and creates hysteria when it is not necessary.
But, at the same time, there is a problem ard we snould be
addressing that problem in an intelligent manner.

What I v.iould like to

am going to ask our Cacmittee aide,
Leonard, to do at the present time is to get a listing of all the bills
that deal with asbestos.
CCMMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:
We v.iould appreciate your sharing

do, and one of the things I

them with us.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

And then we can get that to you and your

department.
CQ\1MISSIOOER GOLDSTEIN:

They seem to be developing faster

than we can answer the questions they address.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Well, that is my concern and that is the

reason why we created this Carmittee.

That is the reason why the

Assembly voted to create this Conmi ttee, in order to try to prevent
these bills.

We can't stop them fran beirg introduced, but we have to

knON what type of priority they should be given, and what the general

public policy in this area should be.

Because this is going to be a

situation that is going to get worse, not better, unless we rone up
with sane kina of clear definition

~

and the sex:>ner the better on the

definition -- so we don't have people going out to rrovie theaters and
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looking up at the ceiling.

That is going to happen.

And, we are going

to see it happen nore and rrore.
CCMvlISSIOOER OOLDSTEIN:

If you can hold up tne aeveloµnent

of those bills until we canplete our work, that is going to be a
tremerxlous assistance to this POlicy Task Force.

Otherwise, we are

then faced with reacting to those bills, oecause the Governor's office
calls us and says, "What is the Task Force's feelings on these bills?"
and we are reaching conclusions before we have thought our way through

the entire policy implications.

So, to the extent that youASSEMBLYMAN

(interrupting)

IX>RIA:

developnent of the bills.

We

can't

stop

the

When they care up for discussion, we can

then deal with them.
CXHilSSIOOER GOIDS'I'EIN:

All right, just so you give the Task

Force time to finish its deliberations.

We are on record as having

pranised to get this canpleted by the eoo of this year.
have thought our way through this, then we

~n

As

soon as. we

go into a dialogue abOut

what we have found and what you have considered without having to take
a different tact during our own deliberations.

That would be extremely

helpful.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

I think that is inportant.

sponsor of a number of bills.

I was the

The bills I have gotten involved with

are bills that at that time seemed ·to be obvious, such as funding for
something that was being done in education for a number of years, and
that people have been screaming about.

I

think that is what we are here for,

to detennine the

direction in which legislation should be going -- not so nuch the
funding

areas,

bUt

legislative policy.

the

actual

policy

areas

-

and

to

develop

That is what we are ooncerned with, I think, more

than anything else.
CG1M.ISSICNER OOLDSTEIN:
ASSEMBLY1'1AN DORIA:

Are there any other questions?

ASSEMBLYMAN OI'LGJSKI:
this in that connection?

We are in full agreement.

I

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

May I just say

think that this Ccmni ttee really can

perform a public service -- a great public service -- one, because the
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hearings are obviously developing a number of things that we have heard
today Which are bringing this whole question into focus.

If we play

that role, and and play it wisely we are performing a great public
service.
Second, if, with all of the bills that are being introduced
like peas in a large drum, we take a
fact

l~

at them, and as a matter of

if they are put under the searchlight of the work of this

Ccmnittee, a lot of tnose bills will disappear by themselves.

So, I

think that this Corrmittee has a great function to perform, primarily in
the area of the information that will get out to the public fran this
Col1lni ttee.

Third, there is the fact that we will bring this problan into
forus.
And, fourth, we will bring sane sense

am

coordination into

the approach to this whole problem.
None of us are going to be killed tarorrCM by going to the

theater and looking at the ceiling.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

'l.'here is no question about that.

I think

that is vecy, very true, and I just want to second Senator Otlowski 's
remarks.
CavtMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN:

In sane of our m:>vie theaters ooe

might be better off lookirg at the ceiling.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: I think that is important.

we are trying

to bring sone rationale into this whole discussion and I think the work
on both sides has to cane together so that we don't find ourselves at
odds.
ca-1MISSICNER

GOLDSTEIN:

Right,

and

I

appreciate

forward-looking attitude of this particular Coomittee.

the

You know, we

can go <Ner and over the events of last SWllller endlessly, but in terms
of getting on with the job at hand, I certainly appreciate the emphasis
of this Comni ttee:

To put that behind us and to get on with the job.

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

Again, that is past.

sure that we don't have those problems again.

we want to make

I agree.

If there are no other questions, I want to thank you very

much for your presentation and for your time.

Thank you, Corrmissioner.

At this time, I would like to ask Ccmnissioner Saul Cooperman
to cone forward.

Chairperson Doria, Assemblymen Felice,
Hollenbeck, and OtlONski: I have to my left, Jake Piatt, who is an
Assistant Canmissioner in the Department. Vince Calabrese has been ill
all week. He wanted to be here, and I wanted him to be here, but he
can't be.
I would liKe to make a brief statement; but, before I begin
discussing this, I would like to say I think it is good to l<>C:K back
because if you look back, you see the mistakes that were made and you
plan nore intelligently for the future. One of the overriding concerns
that I had -- the only one -- was the safety of the kids.
Our involvement in asbestos goes oack -- rather than going
back to a Governor's Conmittee in 1977, and all that to Januacy,
1984. There was an amendment to the State Uniform Construction Code
Act which noved responsibility for public school construction fran the
Department of Educatia:t to DCA. However, the Department of Education
was to retain responsibility for educational adequacy. In March ana
Aprilw the .Department of Education a00 the Department of Ccmnunity
Affairs met to discuss just what educational adequacy was.
ln the course of that discussion, DCA representatives asked
us to oontinue inspection of asbestos reiroval projects in sd1ools.
They said their people weren't trained properly, they couldn't get them
trained, and they asked if we would carry it aver for a while. We
said , "sure. "
According to this agreement-- And, I think the next three
points regarding exactly what the responsioilities were, unaer the old
rules, are very important:
First, local districts were to determine whether asbestos
removal was appropriate, and to sul:Jnit removal plans.
So, as
camtissioner Goldstein said, alm:>st when the "A" went up for asbestos,
parents said, "Asbestos -- not my mild; we have to take it down."
It was sanetimes alm:>st a knee-jerk reaction.
Our first job was to approve those plans and to make sure, by
checking with Treasury, that the people 'were qualified.
The second thing was, the district, when it was ready to tai<e
down asbestos, had to call us in for what is called a pre-rerroval
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inspection.

So, we would send our inspectors in, make a dleck list,

and they would go down the list to make sure everything was in g<XXJ
shape, properly sealed off, and so on.
The district would then have to noni tor, on a day-by-day
basis, the taking down of that asbestos.

When they thought they were

ready for a final inspection, they called us.
three things:

we

were to go out aoo do

Cleek their day-by-day nonitoring schedule; hold a

canplete and thorough inspection; arx:i see that their air sample met the
"specs" that were in force at that time.
Between August 31, 1983 and August, 1984, 355 aistricts filed
for rerroval projects.

That was nore in one year than in all the

previous years canbined.

"As

the renoval projects were going on

during the year, I directed Vince calabrese to write a letter, and this

My concerns at that tirre - and I
will just relate them - were to establish a definitive neasure of
contamination.
If you don't have a definitive measure, hON do you
is the letter, dated April 12, 1984.

decide to leave it up or take it down?

we did not have one.

The second thing I wanted -- and I won't go into all the
things in the letter -

was to fix responsibility.

I didn't really

want the responsioility because I am an educator and an administrator.
I don't know that nuch about nanograms, etc., but I was concerned that
the responsibility
responsibility."

wasn't

fixed,

so

I

said,

"You

must

fix

the

The Public Advocate's report of August 29 -- the interim
report -- talked about many of these concerns. The left hand didn't
knON what the right hand was doing, and they were right. They talkea
about when the asbestos went up, and about the schools wanting to take
it down.

The also said that shoddy work hcrl been performed.
When I asked the people in our Deparbnent aoout how many

projects were still going on that hcrl not requested final inspection,
they informed me that there were slightly aver 100.
I called the .Public Mvocate's office because I wanted to
detennine whether I should act in a way that a Ccmnissioner had not
acted before.

In short, a school district was allowea, if they sealed

off an area,

to conduct the renoval of asbestos when dlildren and
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teachers were

in that building.

'!hat is a very, very important

consideration.

They could take the asbestos down when the kids ard the

adults were in the building.
I was convinced, beyooo a reasonable doubt, that while the
overwhelming majority of school boards and their administrators acted
wonderfully,

there were,

however,

several that had not.

I

was

convinced that at times people who had been poorly trained, or who were
not trained, were taking down asbestos.

There were instances where

windows were cpened and asbestos was being taken oot of the windows and
just pitched.

There was another instance where people were taking down

asbestos and they were wearing cutoff jeans; they were barefoot; and
sooe of them were trackiD;3 this through the hallways.

Of the over 100,

I could not be certain about how many were scrupulously abiding bj the
rules.

My

sense, which was not gooC:J enough for me, was that the

overwhelming majority were playing it straight and they were doing it
right.

But 1

felt that, at least in

sane~

there was a clear and

present danger to children and staff.
As I said before, until this year, the Department allowed
schools to q>en as long as they were properly sealed off; and, the
local administration and boards had the responsibility to m:::mi tor it
carefully and correctly.

'!he possibility, as I said, of a clear and

present danger hcr:l been introduced.

Because of tnis possible danger,

and because inspections were not required,

I decided to order all

schools with asbestos rerroval projects in progress to remain closed
until I was convinced that the final inspections were oonducted and
they had a clean bill of health.

Then, aoo only then, were we goin:J to

issue occupancy permits.
I also realized I had to kno.v what districts were ready ano
what districts were not ready.

In short, what was their status?

I

fou00 that the reoord-keeping system in the Department, in the Bureau
of Facilities Planning, was not properly organized.
is what they did:
Amboy.

They would have a folder on,

In essence, this
let's say, Perth

Let's say there were six projects going on in Perth Amboy:

repair the roof; macadam the driveway; fix the football field; put
shelves in the library; and do asbestos.
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They put all the projects

together; so, when we tried to get the current up-to-date asbestos

we erred in our record keeping,

projects, it took us over t\\O days.
and I apologized then, and I say it

nON

to approximately 20 districts,

because when I got the information -I said, "If you are not absolutely
sure of the status of these districts, you don't tell the press and to
the rest of the media that everythiBJ is okay if it is not okay.

I

want it verified and cross checked."
Once we realized the problem, I believe the Department staff
performed an admirable j_ob.

Throughout the Labor Day weekend, our

staff worked many straight 48-hour .shifts.
of every asbestos job in the State.

We did inspections of every sch<X>l

district that ha:i not been inspected.
schools to q>en.

We would not.

'I1hey aetem,ined tne status

We hcrl saae pressure to allow

We were dlecked by the Department of

Health arXJ by regional EPA after our inspectors went in, an:l everyone
verified the results of our inspections.

I

felt this was a major

acccmplishment durirrJ that 1'r iday through Tuesaay, when sooe schools
were going to cpen.
There was justifiable criticism in

the press,

number is 82 today, then it is 79, then it is 84."

that

"tne

I would like to

just take a m:mmt to tell you how this happened, because when we
messed up originally, it was on the numbers -

in not being able to

specify tnem.
We would go into a district am say, "Do Elementary
School Number One," because they had prq>erly filed, had a
pre-inspection,

and so forth.

And,

when we went

in

to

inspect

Elementary School Number One, we found out, in a couple of districts,
that they, without suomitting any plans, were taki03 aown asbestos in·
their Junior High School.

So, instead of the number going down by one,

it might have gone up by two.
were great.

As I said, nost of the school districts

Sane were oot.

During this period, the Department listed as "ready to open"
only those schools we were certain had Certificates of Occupancy.

By

September 10, every school in this State that indicated a renoval
project

in process,

had

Certificate of Occupancy.

been carefully

inspected,

and granted a

Only five schools in this State had to delay

their cpening for nore than 7'2. hours.
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I think the question must be raised, "What if we did not
act?"

If the Public Advocate had not submitted his report, arrl if we

had not taken what I think was the proper action, it is .rrost likely
that schools would have opened
fact.

..w~ th
- -

projects in process.

That is a

Sane students and staff would have been exposed to hazardous

levels of asbestos without being aware that a project had been in
progress.

And parents, teachers, school board nembers -- many, many

people -

would have suffered continued anxiety over whether their

schools were safe.

One thing is clear:

The oonfusion had to be

cleared up; responsibility ha:i to be fixed; and, contamination levels
nad to be set.

I think that has happened.

I am not going to repeat all the things Rick said here.
just

feel

very

responsibility,

gcxx:J

fixing

that

the

threshold

responsibility,

questions

defining

holding people responsible has been aca:>mplished.

the

I

delineating

training,

and

l. also feel that

although it was very tough during about five or six days in August,
this State is ahead of the other states, and those states are probably
going to follow.

When someone goes first, everyone profits fran the

mistakes of the original effort.
I know that in other states, as I am speaking right now,
schools are closed because they are discovering contamination levels.
I will just skip

~

of the other things I was

because I think Rick said them better.

goi~

to say,

I will try to respond to sane

questions.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

I want to thank you for those conments,

Coomissioner Coopennan. I think it is important.
I think the first
CXJ111tent you made earlier. was important. It is important to understand
that the Legislature, in its wisdom, detennined that the inspections
for a school building should be rcoved fran the Department of Education
to OCA.

That was part of the problem that occurred this sunmer, in the

sense that DCA was not yet in a position to take over the inspection
projects; yet, yCAJ were not aware, until a latter aate, that inspection
projects were going to begin.
Ca-1MlSSICNER COOPERMru--1:

Correct.

New JerseY State. LlbrafY
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ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

That is,

I

think, part of a bigger

problem -- the problem of coordination between departments -- that,
hopefully, we will address as a result of this Conmittee's report.
Are there any questions fran the members of the Coomittee?
Assemblyman Hollenbeck?
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

Just going back a00 dealing with the

schools that did have the asbestos rerroval -

where you gave the

approval aoo they were cleaned up, etc. -- was their approval based
on any testing of the facilities to see if they mat the standards that
are now reccmnended by the report,

the standards for the airoorne

asbestos in public schools?
ru1MISSICNER COOPERMAN:
and we can get copies for you -

time.

No, sir.

Approval was based on --

the rules that were in ef feet at that

So, the rules that are caning out now are "after the fact."

other \«>rds, we had other rules to go by.
laid out in what is called Renoval Project Check List."

In

'!he rules were essentially

this is fran the ~A -

•An Asbestos

They \«>uld look at certain things, such

as, "were all surfaces cleaned with amended water or an HEPA filtered
vacuum?"

There were a whole list of things that oor inspectors \«>uld

go in and look at.
sample.

One of the things that was required was an air

What we are talKing about,

regarding an air sample, was

required up until that time; and, what is called for in the interim
rules is very different.

we don't even have a machine
that \«>Uld be capable of 1reasuring the oontamination level they have
set. So what we did was, we hc.rl a set of rules and we enforcea that
set of rules. When we gave a Certificate of Occupancy, that school had
to be clean, accordiI'lCJ to the rules we had - arx:l still have.
As Comnissioner Goldstein said,

ASSEMBLYMAN OOLLENBECK:

Of oourse, the only question then

is, we don't mow whether those schools that had the asbestos were
done -- whether the cleanup was done; whether it was apprOV'ed; or,
whether they can meet the standards we have set forth right now.
C~ SSIOOER

O)()PERMAN:

That's oorrect.

I asked that same

question of Doctor Goldstein, and his camnent to ne was that if they
did a thorough cleaning and they passed the inspection, he felt it
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would be unnecessary for the State -- in other words, the authority
that woulc:t be ta.King over after the legislation is enacted -- to go
back in and inspect again.

He feels that if it was cleaned up, it will

meet the new criteria.
However, if there is any school that says, "Well, we are not
so sure, we would like to have the inspection," I certainly would not
be q:Jpe>sed to having another team go in and look at it.

ASSl=MBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

'lb do the air samples arrl see if

they met the air quality standards, as you set in your report?
CXMUSSIOOER CO)PERMAN:
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:

I beg your pardon?
To

see whether they met the air

standard qualities that you set in your report, or that are in the
interim report?
miMISSICNER

CCXlPERMAN~

That are in the interim re:POrt,

which is fran the state Task Force. Exactly. They would have to have
this new machine in order to go in arrl measure.
we were measuring
under different rules, and not only were we sure, but Health and EPA
cane cane in after us arrl said, "Those schools are clean."
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK:
Electron microscopic examinations
are available, 1 assume, fran sources other than the State, aren't
they?
CUw1MISSIOOER COOPERMAN:
I do not knc:M mudl about
electrorunicroscopy.
ASSEMBLYMAN HOLLENBECK: I would assuire tney are available.
If you wanted to take samples fran those schools, you could have them
tested to see if they met, aoo have, those standarc:ts. You could have
those samples oone by another agency, other than the State.
ASSEMBLYMAN IX>RIA:
There are probably laboratories, I
suspect that Cb these types of tests. No? There aren't?
WiMISSICNEF<. GOLISI'l:!IN:
No.
There may oe one other
electronmicrosoopy in the State, but nost of this is being done in
Mount Sinai Hospital in New York City. .It is not readily available.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

At the present time it is not readily

available, so the likelihood is that most of the schools were not
tested according to the standard in the interim report.
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COOMISSICNER GOLDSTEIN: I think the inportant point, which
tends to get lost here, is that our 100 nan03ram standard is for
pre-inspection, in order to reach a decision on whether or not to
remedy. That is going to trigger our decision regaraing wnether or not
to remedy. After they have rem::>ved the asbestos, ~ expect not to have
an air level higher than it was when they set out to renove it. So,
there has to be oonsistency. '!hat .becanes the post-renoval standard.
Then the question arises: "Well, do we now have a lower post-reroc>val
standard?" The lower post-renoval standard is primarily being applied
in order to make a decision on whether or not to remedy. Obviously,
you oouldn't have a higher standard after you renove the asbestos.
Now, in terms of whether or not it would or would not meet
our new standard, our evidence is that if the asbestos is in good
condition aDj the environment is clean, that building will be less than
100 nanograms.
So, having rerroved it, and having gone through the
vacuuming, the wiping, aoo everythi~ else, and then letting several
days go ~, which would let anything that happens to be left in the air
escape, if we get our electron microscope in - whidl is six nonths
after the fact - and then do the IIEasuring, I am confident we are not
going to find anything.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: Okay.
A&>EMBLYMAN FELICE: Mr. Chainnan?
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: Yes, Mr. Felice?
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:
Camnissioner Cooperman, there is one
thing I do have in the back of my mind fran listening to the report,
and that is, there were school districts that evidently went ahead and
did the renoval process on their own. Is it then possible that, since
sane of these school districts never requested a final inspection, they
have never been inspected? Is that possible?
CCMvUSSICNEH CCXJPENMAN: I think there is a possibility, but
it is very remote, because we had such heightened awareness. We were
receiving hundreds of calls. we logged every si0<3le call that cane in,
and we dlecked out every single call. 'If saneone called and said, "In
Roosevelt Junior High School, in west Orange, they are taki03 it down,"
we would go down the list to check it and we would say, "Well,
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Roosevelt Junior High School didn't file a plan."

We would then call,

or go out there, and we woula find that report not to be so.
of the time it was just rumor.

So, rcost

'!here were several schools that were

doing it.

we have talked about "projects."

A

project could be taking

dONn six feet of asbestos fran a pipe that was down in the purrp roan.
So, I have to answer your question in this way:

We can't know every

area, but we feel that most people played it straight, and when we went
out to inspect them, they passed the inspection the first time.
were only about -

this is fran rnenDry -

There

20 to 25 percent of

the

inspections. I think, where they failed the first time and they had to
clean it again.
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:

So, basically. the major areas in the

schools were inspected arxl taken care of?

~

did the reiroval in

areas such as the boiler roans, pump roans, and other similar areas,
areas that would not expose the students or the -educators?
CU~MISSICNER

CX:OPERMAN:

They have all been inspected.

have inspectea where anyone has filed a plan.

We

·We have inspected the~;

they have taken the air samples; and, they are clean.

ASSEMBLYMAN IXJRIA:
existed in the past?

May I just go through the proceaures that

What you are basically saying is that in the past

a school district had to nave an inspection.

Every school ctistrict in

the State was required to inspect for asbestos, a report -

by private

consultants, or whoever - would come in aoo tney would then inaKe a
determination.
we had a copy of that report at the Department,
obviously - or did they not have a copy?
CCMMISSIONER CX:OPERMAN: I'm not sure.

I don It think we got

a copy of that report.
ASSEMBLYMAN IX)RIA:

You didn't get a copy for each district,

so you really didn't have the information on whidl districts had a
problem and which districts did not have a problem?
Ca-iMISSI~ER

CXX>PE.kMAN:

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

No.

You are saying that you still cton' t have

that information?
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CG1MISSIOOER

did-

CXX>PERMAi.~:

'Ihe report went to EPA, and what we

Our authority was sud1 that if a district submitted a plan and

they said, "We want to take down asbestos," we had to see that it was
done properly; that the ins_pector

~as

pre-qualified; who the architect

But, they could make the decision to take it cbwn.

was; and so forth.

My question

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

is,

did

the Department

collect all the data fran all the school districts, and did it know
whid1 districts had problems in sore buildings, aoo whid1 ones did
not?

was that data a:>llected?
ca.iMISSIOOER COOPERMAN:

I don't think we did.

Maybe Ja}{e

can answer that.
ASSE'JtIBLYMAN DORIA:

JAKE PIAT.l':

Jake Piatt?

No, that data was TX>t collected.

The actual requirement

was that they had to make an assessnent and report en friable asbestos,
but there was no requirement stating that they hcd to sena it to the
State. I want to CM:id, however, Assemblyman, that what we have done is,

we have sent a survey to every school district in order to make an
analysis of any asbestos planning sunmer.

current and right through next

we have done that for two reasons:

One is in anticipation of

any planned projects that might occur during vacation _periods this
year, arxl certainly through the surrmer.

Now, we acknowledge the fact

that there will be a crossover in responsibility.
The secooo advantage of that survey is, it would be providing
information for the other departments that will be assuming the role.
But, on the original question, no, there was no requirement
to do that.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

My only proolem is, when we were going

for the information regarding asbestos and a determination of what the
problem

was

in

the

elementary/secondary

schools,

I

was

given

information regarding the number of schools that had asbestos problems;
the number of scnools that had rerroved it; aI'Xl how many were left.
Where did that information cane fran?
MR. PIATr:

That information came about because if the local

school district made a decision to rerrove the asbestos they, of o:>urse,
had

to submit plans

for

approval;

so,

355 sehools,

for

triggered those plans into the Bureau of Facility Planning.
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example,

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
plan?

What happens if they didn't subni t

a

we don't kna.v yet whether they have a problem or not.

MR. PIATr:

That is precisely right.

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

Then, really, the information we used in

the bill was not the nost accurate information to use in order to
detennine the total cost of the rennval of the asbestos.
say that the figure we used was not the proper figure.
I

So, we will

That's not what

was told when I went through the process, let ma just say that.

was told:

I

"This is what the Department says the total cost is; this is

the airount of the existing problem; there is no other problem but
this."
ccm.ISSIOOER COOPERMAN:
ASSEMBLYMAN

DORIA:

When was that, Joe?
That

started

three years

ago,

and

continued tmtil six months ago, when the bill finally went through the
caim.ittees and was passed in the Legislature.
ca+1ISSIOOER CXX>f>ERMAN:

I

figures, nor what they were oasea on.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

IEltiIS CBMl:EY:

I wish Vince was here.

Well, I knCM Dennis was there, arrl this

was the impression that was created.
coornent, Dennis Crowley.

don't knCM who gave you those

I would at least like Dennis to

wasn't that the impression that was created?

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Yes.

That is the impression that was

created, at least for ma as a legislator:

The Department had all the

information regarding the total number of schools in this State that
had a problem; how many of them had already dealt with the problem;
and, how many of them had not dealt with it.
universe of schools.

So, we had the total

We· knew, out of that total universe, how many had

asbestos problems and how many didn't have asbestos problems.

And, of

those that did, we knew how many had rerroved the asbestos arrl how many
still had to rem::>ve the asbestos.

'Ibis was the inpression that was

created.
CCNMISSICX'1BR COOPERMAN:

The key is -

and I wouldn't want to

say anything with preciseness on this question Vince \t.Ould have to answer this.
"If the school district says,

what is a problem?

A problem was defined in the past as,

'we

have a problem.'"
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There are 24UlJ

schools.

We

projects.

have had approximately 620 or 630 asbestos renoval

Three hundred an1 fifty-five were suanitted this year.
So, there could be a problem in a school district, but if

they haven't defined it as a

prob~~,

ASSF.MBLYMAN OORIA:

there is no problem.

So, it is a self-definition of a problemr?

a:M-USSIOOER CCOPERMAN:

Sure.

So what we are saying then is, once we go
into - let ire then just continue on - the ne.w system that is goin:J to
be developed, and hopefully inplemented by spring, every school in the
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

State of New Jersey that has not subnitted a plan to the Department of
Education has to be inspected.
CCX'-1M.ISSI~

CCX>PERMAN:

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Well, the key is--

(interrupting)

Because you don't know

whether there is a problem or not.
OX>PERMAN:

C~SSI~R

Goldstein said:

The

key

is

what

Corrmissioner

You go in and you measure beforehand.

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
~SSic..tIBR

'!hat's what I am saying, yes.

COOP:t;RMAN:

That's the right way to do it.

Again, we were trying to say in the spring of this year, "First define
the problem."

If yoo let everyone define the problem, they will define

it in a different way.

Sometimes you use the tenn hysteria.

Well,

there was pressure, and people would say, "when in doubt, taKe it
down." Therefore, it raised the problem because there was a oost. If
saneone said there was an asbestos problem, maybe there was no problem
until they took it down.
I have talked to Rick and I have listened to him several
times.

Taking it down can cause you a problem where there was none

if it wasn't friable.
The whole thing is, we were q>erating under EPA guidelines;
fragmented autnority; and, the aefin1tion of "what was a problem" was
defined by the local district.

'!hey did their best, but that is not

right.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

I

~uld

just say that if saneone said

that to me a year ago, or two years ago, my first reaction woula have
been -- and I am surprised at the Department's reaction -- "what really
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is the extent of the problem, and why don't we require everybody to
give us information on what they did, or did not do, anct really see
what happened?"
To

me,

it

sounds

like we went merrily

along

our way,

basically accepting reports fran districts that may have been a little
paranoid, so, they were renoving asbestos that they may not have had to
renove; while other districts, who didn't give a damn, might have left
a school that had a real asbestos problem sitting there.
be schools in the State of New Jersey hysteria -

So, there may

and I don't want to create

that have a real asbestos problem and we don't really know

if there is a problem with them.
~SSICNER

COOPERMAN:

fragmented responsibility.
schools."
in.

Again, the situation comes back to

!he EPA said, "You have to look into your

You could have had a consultant corre in.

Health woula come

But, the fact of the matter was, if someone came in and gave them

a report, the question is, Assemblyman, who was in charge?

them -

Now, I either extended my responsibilities, or oversteppec.t
and I would do it again-ASSEMBLYMAN .OORIA:
(interrupting) I don't think they were

extended enough, but go ahead.
CCMMISSIONER OX>PERMAN:
"This is what we have to do."

Okay.

(continuing)

-when I said,

But, the rules of the game, even as we

sit here right rv:M, are that the school district can determine whether
or not there is a problem.

That is the fact, aoo those are the rules.

So, you have to change that.

Again, going back, but looking forward, the Governor's Task
Force was working.

A lot of people were concerned.

They have now done something.
have been defined.
But, going back
had the Task Force.
to testify will

say

am

In other words, the critical questions
looking at what was wrong, that is why we

I don't think anyone who is sitting here waiting
it was carefully coordinated,

everyone knew what they were doing.
ASSEMBLY1~

I was concerned.

DORIA:

beautiful,

and

Not so.

So, again, I think what we are saying is,

there are schools that haven't even cxxnplied with the EPA requirenent.
COOMISSIONER C<X>PERMAN:

No, they-

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

(interrupting)

Every school in the State

has definitely done a consultant's report?
CCM1ISSIOOER CXX)PERMAN:
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

I can' t--

( interrupting)

You have no way of

knowing for sure?
CXM-USSIOOER QX)PERMAN:

'!hat's correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: '!hat's the problem?
<XJ.1MISSIOOER COOPERMAN: That's correct.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

So,

there are probably schools in the

State that never did tnat.
CG1M.ISSIONER

Cl.OP£RMAi.~:

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

Could be.

So, there should have been a rule in the

State of New Jersey saying that they should have done that, and there
should have been a rule requiring them to sutxnit that report.
school district should have had to subni t

Every

a report to the State in

order to detennine what their problem was.
CCM1ISSIOOER OX>PERMAN:
ASSBMBLYMAN LJORIA:

'11hey should have.

But, it was never done.

I am Just saying

•should have," but it was not done.
<XX-1MISSIOOER COOPBHMAN:
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

That's right.

So, what we are saying is, we really

don't know the true definition of the problem.
CCJ.1MISSIOOER CXX>PERMAN:
ASSt:t-'.lBLYMAN DORIA:
problem.

Yes.

We don't know the true definition of the

So that $40 million figure that I had, and that I thought was

the actual figure -- I just told school boards that the figure given to
me by the Department was the outer extent of what the total oost \ttOUld
be for the renoval of asbestos fran schools, elementary arx:t secondary
schools in the State -- right rt:7H, is not the actual figure.
CG1MISSIOOER COOPERMAN:
It is an estimate.

Again, how Vince estimated that-

It is totally an estimate.

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Oh, I know it is an estimate, but it is

an estimate that I thought was based on total facts and not just on
specific areas.
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CC>lMISSIOOER COOPERMAN:
rules were:

To repeat again, that is what the

A local school district, if they startea inspection, had

to post if they had any asbestos.

Those were the rules.

'!be local

school district would then make a decision to renove it or not to

So, could there be a situation where a local district might

rerrove it.

not pass an inspection under the proposed-to-be rules in the proposed
law? Sure. But, who knows what that ultimate law is going to be, or
what the final report is going to be?
The rules are what they were.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

Oh,

the rules are what they are now.

that means we don'± really have a total
handle on what the extent of the problem might be, or what it is.

But, what I

am saying is,

CCMMISSIOOER CXX>P.ERMAN:

over

the whole State, not only in

schools, everywhere.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
areas.

Ch, -we definitely will have it in other

I thought we did have a hanale on the schools, arrl

finding out that we really don't have a handle on them.

?IDN

I

I

am

always

thought there was a handle there.
Camri.ssioner Goldstein?
CXl-1MISSIOOBR GOLDSTEIN:

Well, that's true.

What you are

saying is, the schools should be remediated and they have not been
remediated.

Our information suggests that approximately 10 percent of

all the schools in the State, under our new standards, would require

we don't know how accurate that 1u percent is
until we have gone through them. But 1O percent of 2400 schools, is
240; 20 percent is 480.
More than that number has already been
remedied.
So, we suspect that area has been m.ich on the high side.
Mudl more remediation has already occurred than was necessary.
remediation.

~ow,

Now, whether or not there are a few schools out there, or how
many are out there that should be remediatea but for whicn there has
been no plan -- or we don't know about a plan -- we will soon
establish.
!jut,

it seems to rre,

in c6ntext, much rrore has already

occurred, and there is probably going to oe very little remediation
required.
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ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: Necessary. But, that is a good p:>int to
emphasize here, because I think, with relation to Bill 633 ~ Whid1 is
sitting there for the Governor's signature -- what we are saying is,
up to this point the people who d-ij their job may not have hcd to ao
it, but they did it because they thought there was a problem. I am
just presenting this at this point. I will Sa::f this out loud because I
want to make sure that those people are not penalized because they were
nore than conscientious; they should be reimbursed because they were
ITOre than conscientious - even though they may not have had to reiIOve
the asbestos according to the new standards. They should not be neld
to the new standards.
ruJMISSI~ GOLDSTEIN:
unless we hcd already inspected and
said they didn.'t have to remediate.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Okay, I can understand that, in those
instances. I have a few other caveats, however, because if they did
that, if tney went to the Department, arx:t if the Department approved
the plan they gave them, or if it was approved by the Department of
Education, they should still be reimbursed because they receivea
approval fran saneone in the State.
Again, because you didn't coordinate with the Department of
Education, and vice versa, a school district should not be punished. I
want to bring this out into the open now, because I don't want this
caning back to ne as a CV. When the time canes for a oonditional veto,
if that occurrence is based on these facts, I would be upset because I
don't think the school district should be punished on the basis of what
seems to ne to be a lot of bureaucratic problems. And, I am not saying ·
the Departments are at fault; I am saying that there was, to B¥ mind, a
lack of information and a lack of initiative, not because people didn't
care, but because there wasn't enough infonnation available in order to
get the job done in a proper manner.
As you can see fran what I am trying to say, I am trying to
be very careful by saying you are not at fault, but I think there was a
problem. I think the problem of coordination always exists and this is
a perfect exarnple of now bureaucracy doesn't work.
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CCMUSSIOOER CXX>PERMAN:
I

Yes, when you are in a situation--

would be the first to admit that.

Whenever we have lots of peuple

and lots of letters, we are going to have problems.

We are going to

have problems with defining problems and resolving problems.

This is a

very, very canplex area.
If you are on the tact of, "could there be a school out there
that has asbestos, and is there is danger?" yes; but the other side of
the coin is probably mudl nore true.
it is apparent.

Just as a very practical matter,

If I didn't knOll, after talking to two or three

people, and I said, "Is it a danger?" aoo they said, "·well, we don't
think so," or, "We don't know," or, "We are not sure," before we had
Rick's report aoo everything that has been done, if it were my school
and if it involved ffiJ child a year ago, I would say, given the givens,

"take it down."

I would want to err on that side.

districts spend too n.uch rroney?
with nwnbers of things?

decisions I made aver the
districts were messing up.

Possibly..

Did we then get inundated

Of course we did.
s~rtime

So, did school

tal€ther I

made the

or not, a minority of school

So, 1 said, "We are going to inspect them

all."

So, we have a situation where it is not carefully defineo or
orchestrated, and everyone is trying to do the best they

can~

What you

have here is, instead of a pro football team -- if I can use this as an
example -- when -we were kids, I \o\Ould say, "Jake, you run out there ten
yards aoo thrOI/ the pass, arri "you" go out there aoo do this, arrl we
will wing it a little bit."

I think that if any noney was spent, or if

there was an error, it was an error on the side of safety

arx:i

concern

for kids on the part of. school .toards and administrators, and probably
nore has been taken down than was necessary.

But, if tney tock the

noney, then we have to get into reimbursement.

However, we know right

nON that those schools are safe because they have been inspected
several times.
ASSEMBLYMAN DJRIA:

I agree with you wholeheartedly.

what I am trying to emphasize.

I agree with that statement.

That is
I think

errors on the side of safety should be canmended, because they did do
it.

Tne problem is not theirs, that it what I want to emphasize.
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I

agree with

you.

They should not be punished because they were

concerned aoo they did sanething that they thought they had to do.
So,

I agree wholeheartedly there; we should ccmnend those

districts and say to them, "Maybe there wasn't a prOblern; maybe you

...-·-

over-reacted; but, in the end you thought you did what was right."
That is why I want to make sure those districts don't get punished by
saying, "You can't be reimbursed at this point in your life, because
the bureaucracy nCM has its act together arrl we knCM that you really
didn't have a problem.
ago."

Too bad we oouldn' t

tell you that four years

I just agree wnoleheartedly that that's the situation, and I

want to reenphasize that.
One other thing that concerns ne about your testim:>ny is the
problem regarding the safety of the individuals in sane schools, where
asbestos was rerroved prior to this year when schools were open; schools
were open and asoestos renoval projects were going on.

There were no

rules and regulations,

prior to the

beginning of

I

suspect,

this year;

so,

on that reIOC>val,

sometimes

students were placed

in

situations wnere asbestos rerroval projects could have been going on
next door.
ca-1MISSirnER CCXJPERMAN:

Sure, but, again, tnose were the

rules.
ASS™BLYMAN OORIA: Those were the rules at the time.
cntMISSIOOER CXX>PERMAN: 'lbat' s absolutely right. In fact,
what I did was to go beyooo those rules when I said, "No."

The interim

report then, in that instance, oonfirmed what I did and said, "Tnere is
not going to be any removal while human beings are in the school."

So,

I am not just saying I applaud that because it is what I did; I just
thought it was the right thing to do.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

It was logical.

CGtMISSIOOER CCX>PERMAN:
logic to the other side.

Yes.

But, the thing is, there is

Let's say that taking down asbestos in one

part of one room when it is properly sealed and you have capable people
doing it -- I don't agree with this, but why can't you take it down?
Why can't you be careful with it aoo conduct it that way?

Most school

boards, most administrators, and nost people who do this \\Urk are very
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conscientious.

They are not going to deliberately do a sloppy job.

Therefore, one could argue, "That is not so bad; you seal off the
place; you seal off the basement; you let them take it out; and, you do
the projects during the fall or the wintertime," etc.

I don't agree

with that logic, but I do think it can be argued.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:
have

is

that sanet irnes,

I agree with you.

The only problem I

as with this whole process,

you can be

well-intentioned, but not really knON what yoo are doing.

So, your

intentions may be good, but the results may be bad.
For instance, in sare cases where people were removing this
asbestos, they may not have been properly trained, or they may not have
used the proper equipment.

They could have created a greater aanger

for the children in the school while they were rem:>ving it than if it
had just stayed up there during the time the children were in school.
CCMMISSICNER CXX>PERMAN:
goes into the training.
on its merits.

'!bat's absolutely right, and that

I think the Public Advocate's statement stanas

I agree with it.

I checked it with him very, very

carefully, to make sure it wasn't that "saneone heard that saneone
heard," nor that people were at tending the session but they were
standing in the hallway.

There was enough credence to it to make it

part of what stuck in my head and make

~

say, "Stop it;" because I was

concerned about sare of the people's training.
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:
of in a grey area.

Mr. Chairman?
Assemblyman Felice.
If I may, I have a question that is sort

What happens to school districts that have schools

school buildings -- they are no longer using as schools; however,
they

are

using

them

as

public

facilities

for

extracurricular

activities, and adults and people are using those buildings?
basis of what criteria are they going to be inspected?

Q1

the

Are they still

going to be under the public education system as schools, or are they
to be considered as public utility buildings?

That is an area that is

going to be wide open, because a lot of the older schools have been
closed due to the decline in enrollment.

Those buildings are more

susceptible than the schools, and they are now open and being used for
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education.

I think that is sanething that has to be addressed, and

addressed pretty readily because-C<>1MISSIOOER OX>PERMAN:

(interrupting)

I agree with you.

I

think that I might fioo the Carmittee has already addressed this, but I

My simple definition would be:

may be wrong.

If the school board owns

it, it is theirs; therefore, it is their property
it

~n

to

senior

citizens

or

whether

they

aoo

whetner they have

are

using

it

extracurricular activities, gifted and talented, or whatever,
their

responsibility,

they

so

have

concerning whatever the new rules are.
clearest definition:

to

keep
I

the

for

it is

responsibility

think that woula be the

"If you own it, it is yours; you have to provide

for it.•
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:

Okay.

Because that is inportant.

The

onus and the priority, naturally, are goi03 to be on the schools that
are being used by school children, and by parents who are going to be
observill3 them.

Yet, there may be schools that were treated, aoo haa

removal processes done which needed it less than the buildings that
they have not abandoned, but which are no longer bei03 used as school
buildings.
~SSIQ\JER

COOPERMAN:

As long as they are bei03 used -

the way I understand the interim report -- by human beings, tney are no
different fran this buildiD3 here.

There has to be a provision for the

inspection and ultimate remediation of the problem.

So,

I disagree

with you.
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:

Okay.

I think that is a priority.

When

you left it open to the school districts to decide if they wanted to
renove asbestos or not, they certainly weren't going to the schools
that they were no longer using for classrooms; they were going to ao
the emergency process in schools that were actually usea for children

aoo

the teaching process.

That worries me, because there are a lot of

school buildings out there that are not being used primarily for
classrcxxns; they are being used for other purposes, aoo they may be
nore in need than the school buildings we are concerned about
buildings with the classrcxxns.
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110N,

the

CCl-1MISSICNER CXX>PERMAN: I agree with that. But, one thing
is probably a over-sensitivity on IlTf part, and that is when you said I
am letting the school districts make the decision.

'!hat was in 1977.

The Governor's Task Force said that the responsibility for determining
whether or not a plant should be suanitted rested with the local
officials.
So, once again, I am not trying to hide behind, "It is oot mt
responsibility," because sorre would say that I have even exceeded my
responsibility.
But,
correct.
report.

I

just feel that what you are saying is absolutely

I am extremely pleased with what has happened in this interim
I am lookin; forward to the report being done just as soon as

possible,

its neshing with

and

the laws,

available to follow the law, and -

with

the funding made

no pun intenaed -

then 1 think

everyone will breathe a lot better.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:

I Just want to say that the questionnaire

which is being used for the schools should be used for other public

purposes and tie in with other public buildings, municipal buildings

and other public buildings that are ~n to the general ];l.lblic and are
owned both by government arx1 non-government agencies. I think that has
to be dealt with.

'!here is no question about that.

I also just want to say that, again, it seems to ne what we
are doing now -

both the Task Force and this Comnittee -- is very

essential, because it seens as if there has been, for too lol'Y3 a period
of time, a laCK of cnordination anong the executive departments and a
lack of information in this area that snoula have been there, but never
was.

I was wor1dng under the i.rrpression, and I think nost of the

legislators were working under this impression, that the information
So, I think now at least we know where we are at, and at

was there.

least we know where we have to go arx1 that there is a need.

I have to

enphasize this -- and I always say this -- there is a need for greater
cooraination

and

less

concern

about

turf

problems

aioong

all

departments.
As I said in tne beginning, I used to go into meetings where
every department was fighting with each other over what the best
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solution to the asbestos problems was. And, fran what I can see, the
reason why we have taken so long to get to this interim report is
because the departments fought with each other.
Tnere was no
cooperation. This is exclusive of -the Education Department. I think
the Education Department was a bystander in this process,
unfortunately. And, unfortunately, Carmissioner Goldstein hasn't been
here during this whole period, but I think he probably got his act
together because he did cane; before that time, what we got out of
Heal th was unbelievable.
'!he lack of coordination and the lack of
cooperation was unbelievaole. I think that is the reason why it has
taken so long to get to this interim report. I hate to say that. I am
not tryiDJ to lay the blane on saneone again, but it seems to me that
is pa.rt of the problem here.
So, I want to thank you, Camnissioner Cooperman, for your
camlents and for the information. You have definitely enlightenea me.
Ccmnissioner Goldstein, I would also like to thank yoo again. Your
infonnation was very enlightening and I want to thank you for providing
it.
At this point, I want to read a letter fran Comnissioner
Renna, who could not be present. I will just recd it into the record,
and give a copy of it to air stenographer:
"Dear Assernolyrnan Doria: 'rhank you for your invitation to
appear before your Comnittee to present testinony on this very
Unfortunately, my schedule prevents me fran
important subject.
appearing personally. However, I sutxnit this letter for inclusion as
part of the public record.
"The Department of Ccmnunity Affairs has been actively
involved in the Governor's Task Force on Asbestos since its formation
and has been an advocate for the developnent of a unified State
Asbestos Policy that provides for traditional, unifonnly-enforced
regulations for proper asbestos management.
"It is my firm belief that any regulations, to be effective,
must also be predictable and enforceable.
I strongly support the
concepts included in the Asbestos Policy Canmittee's interim report to
Governor Thanas H. Kean. In that report this Department has agreed to
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assume the responsibility to inspect asbestos management projects in
all schools and State-owned buildings.
These inspections will be
ex>nducted by State employees properly trained and certified by the New
Jersey Department of Health.
"The proposed policy \\lOuld require that prior to the rerroval
or encapsulation of any asbestos material, a _penni t be issued by the
Department of Comnunity Affairs. This pennit process would insure that
the work be done by a qualified contractor registered and trained by
the Department of Health. 'lllis pennit process would also insure that
any asbestos that is rerroved fran the building would be replacea by a
suitable material that meets the Unifonn Construction Code.
When
asbestos that is serving as a fireproofing material is removed our
inspectors \r.Uuld insure that it is replaced with a non-asbestos
material having an equivalent fire rating.
"This same inspection staff would also insure that an
asbestos management program is properly set up before wor.K begins, that
a full time independent uonitoring team is on the job, and that the job
passes an air sampling test after the worit is canpleted. Only then
would occupancy of the building resume.
"I am confident that with the cooperation of all the various
State departments this asbestos management program of the State of New
Jersey would be second to none.
In my opinion it would becane the
m:::>del for the rest of this nation to follow. Signed, Sincerely yours,
John P. Renna, Carmissioner," Department of Ccmnunity Affairs.
We will include this in the record.
At this p:::>int, I would li.Ke to call Edithe A. Fulton, the
President of the NJEA. With her is Bill Greenberg, the NJEA counsel.
BDrmE A. FUL'Kti:
'!hank you for the opportunity to testify today.
The New Jersey Education Association is gratified that the Legislature
is acting on the issue of asbestos in public buildings. We carrnenj you
not only for holding these hearings but for the recent passage of
A-622, Assemblyman Doria's bill providing funds for asbestos rem::>val in
schools. We earnestly hope the Governor signs that legislation.
We also look forward to the passage of A-19~7, whidl provides
funds for the same problem in our public colleges.
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The presence of friable asbestos in schools is not a new
issue, but it is one whidi has captured wide attention in tne past

We welcane the attention because public awareness is
an important ingredient in alleviating any health hazard. But the way
·- .- -_
the issue became a front-page item has created fear and confusion.
Thus, action to deal with the real dangers, am at the saire tine allay
people's fears is imperative.
several nonths.

real.

The dangers posed by the presence of friable asbestos are
While the Governor's Asbestos Policy Camnission believes that we

do not yet have definite evidence of the dangers of low-level exposure,
we knON that many medical experts disagree.
In view of the fact that inhaled fibers remain in the txx:iy
indefinitely arxi accumulate, we believe it is prudent to proceed on the
basis that exposure to airborne fibers should be eliminated wherever
p:>ssiole.
It is p:>ssible to eliminate exposure in our public schools.
We a.Ne

the assurance of a healthful envirorunent not just to the people

who work in our schools but to the students who attend them.

Medical

experts assert that the danger of exposure is even nore hazaraous to
children,

because

of

their

breathing

patterns.

That

increased

vulnerability demands tnat we give particular consideration to the
environment in our schools.
Removal

is,

of

course,

the

only

pennanent

asbestos hazards.
We recormnend that approach.
solution without problems.
Renoval,
dangers.

as we have

learned,

Rem:>val, done improperly,

solution

to

But,

it is not a

can actually

increase the

releases nore fibers into the

atmosphere than were present before renoval.

fik>reover, inadequate or

sloppy renoval places workers in heightened oanger, bringiBJ them to
the level of exposure faced by workers in asbestos-related industries.
All of us in New Jersey becaire sharply aware of the dangers
this past summer, with the release of the Public Advocate' s report.
That report

revealed

projects in schools:

a

number

of problems with

asbestos

poor performances by contractors,
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rerroval

inadequate

certification procedures for contractors, overworked and under-trained
inspectors,

uncooperative

school

districts,

very

questionable

air-sampling techniques, and the lack of a State agency willing to
assume

the

responsibility

for

coordinating

and

acl!ninistering

an

inspection of asbestos rercoval projects.
The
reinforced

experiences

the Advocate' s

of

members

NJEA

report.

asbestos work was being done.
allowed.

sane

Many were

this

past

sunmer

in buildings where

That, of course, should never have been

In fact, students were also in those buildings on incidental

tasks.
Other school employees were actually involved in renoval
projects.
standards,

They confirm that accidents occurred because of a lack of

inadequate training,

or haste.

They also agree tnat

districts and contractors "hid• these problems fran inspectors, who
often didn't spend nuch time at the sites.
Blane can be laid at the feet of 1nany State

Department

of

Education,

Environmental Protection Agency.

State

l.ocal aistricts, the

govenment

in

general,

the

But, blart'E is not the issue, nor is

it the answer.
Clear

lines

of

authority

are.

Sare

agency

must

responsible for the orderly, safe rennval of friable asbestos.
believe that agency should be the Department of Education.

be
We

Inaeeci, in

July, before the issue became a front-page i tern, we petitioned the
Comnissioner of Education to take that responsibility.
The

constitutional

and

statutory

provisions

requiring

a

thorough and efficient education for the d'lildren of New Jersey include
providing a safe school envirorunent.

'!bus, we believe our laws and

courts support the Coomissioner' s right

a~

obligation to oversee this

issue.
The Carmissioner denied our petition, again before the issue
became headline news.

His main objections were his alleged lack of

authority to make a declaratory judgment and the lack of specific
standards to determine dangerous levels.of asbestos exp:>sure.
We do not accept those objections.

~EA

has f ileei an appeal

with the State Board of Education, asking for reconsideration of the
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issue.
We feel that a first step is for the Department to hold
hearings, hearings like this one, so that districts and other
interested parties can air their concerns, problems, frustrations, and
needs.
We know that standards for rennval Ill.1st be clear and that
nonitoring is necessary to ensure that those standards are enforced.
Sane local districts have, rorecwer, simply ignored the
problem.
An agency of the State must have the authority and
responsibility for making sure that districts have canplied with the
Environmental Protection Agency regulations concerning inspection and
notification.
Beyond that, the State must require reroc>val. The EPA has
neglected to require that. 'Iheir negligence must not be repeated by
the State of New Jersey. In addition, there must be sooe mechanism for
dealing with districts that do not fulfill these requirements; in those
cases, we re~nd withholding of State aid and/or closing of
hazardous schools.
I am aware that the Governor's Asbestos Policy Carmission has
recoomended that the major responsibility fall to the Department of
Health.
Their recomnendations limit the role of the Department of
Education in assuring that local districts comply with EPA regulations
and providing consultative services to local school boards, ufX)n
request.
But the Task Force does not recamlerx:l requiring districts to
renove asbestos where it has been found to be dangerous, nor does it
provide for any means to deal with districts who choose to ignore the
problem. We find that anission is a serious one.
Safe schools are indeed within the jurisdiction of the
Coomissioner and the State Board of Education. They nust have the
authority arrl the wherewithal to assure a healthful envirorunent.
With that belief in mind, 'Ne continue to believe that the
Department of Education should maintain jurisdiction over asbestos
reroc>val in schools, and have the authority to require that rerroval.
Our students and our school employees deserve no less.
I would be happy to entertain any questions you might have.

6b

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
I just want to agree with a number of
cooments you made. I think that tnere is no question a problem witi1
coordination existed, as we have heard fran earlier testinony. 'lbere
is no question that there is a significant problem still in existence.
I think you learned sanething; I know I learned sanething
when I fC>Ul'Xt out there is no accurate record of all the schools in the
State that do have a problem with asbestos.
I was working under the
assumption that we had that information.
I don't kn0t.1 if yoo were
working under that assumption too, but I was working under that
assurrption. In fact, I will ask yoo that question: Did yoo knav this?
MS. FUL'IOO: No, I think we were aware of it.
ASSF.MBLYL\1AN DORIA: Yoo were aware of it?
MS. FUL~: 'lbere was no accurate record.
Okay.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:
That is sanethin:.3 we wer-e not
aware of. So, you obviously had nore information than we did.
I also agree with you, that the whole questicn of the r€100val
process - the handling of it - leaves a lot to be desired, especially
hON it was handled in the past. We heard testinony on that, that in
many instances it was not handled properly. This was learned fran the
report given by the Public Advocate's office and through testinony
given by the Conmissioner of Fiducation.
I can only say that I agree with your carments.
I think
there has to be sane centralized responsibility, whether it rests with
the Department of Education or the Department of Heal th.
If the
Department of Health is the final place where this responsibility
rests, aoo if the government chooses that, then I think we have to make
sure there is effective c:nordination between all the departments in
order to make sure we do not again have happen what happened this past
surnirer - or in the past -- and that we get accurate information on
what the problem is, the extent of the problem, arrl hav we should
handle it.
MS. FUL~: Let IIE just point out four things that I think
substantiate any of oor concerns here: ·Number one, we have had schools
call us since the lists were out saying, "We have had projects, nw
cane nobody knows about it?" So, we will track those down, and we will
add those to our other suit, as districts that have ha:l asbestos.

I have heard boards sit at meetings and assure the public

that everything is sate. I couldn't do that. I don't think you coula
do that. So, there has to be a standard that allows someoody to do
that. You know, I don't nave that_ information.
I am very ooncerned about the validity of the testing.
I
knOll that the testing, in many aistricts, was done with a test that EPA
said is not recc:mrended. And, we talked about the microscope before.
'lb me, that is the only valid wey to go, and that test was not used in
districts where people touted that it was all safe and fine.
ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA: Well, I think that is hOttl the Department
of Heal th would Ila\' obviously "'10rking with the Department of
Education, if that is going to be the wey it is aevelopea in the final
report fran the Study Ccmnission - have to deal with it because there
is no question that we have to detennine what the reality of the
situation is, what the dangers are, and if the dangers are to be dealt
with.
I tnink the lO percent figure Canmissioner Goldstein gave
before is a low figure. I don't think it is realistic. But, again, we
don't know if it is or if it isn't. There is no way of knowing. It is
just a "guesstimate," and all of our guesstimates seem to be just
guesstimates. '!hat's a problem. That is what is bothering ne the rrost
in this whole process, that we are doil'X] nothil'X] but guess work.
MS. FUL~: Well, in one particular case -- I won't name the
district, but I will tell you this just so you have a case study; there
were several snnilar areas -- it was kept sealed, even after the schcx:>l
was opened, awaiting further testing; and, the parents in that district·
were very ooncerned and they insisted that, indeed, the schcx:>l should
not be opened, even after they got their certificate of occupancy.
The board acceded to further testing and further cleanup.
But, they wanted the parents to agree that there would be no further
testing. Now, they opened one facility on the basis of a first set of
tests, whicn was not a recornroonded test; it only tested down to a zero
point one, one nine (0.119), which doesn't even fit the State
standard. So, those kinds of things have to be eliminatea.
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In another case, just two days ago, I received a letter from
t\\Q custodians who wanted to knON hON we could help them to protect
their jobs, because they are accused of being insubordinate by not
doing a rerroval of asbestos project they hcrl been asked to ao.

We, of

course, will pursue that.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Well now, under 1820, they cannot ao it

unless they are trained and certified.
MS. FULTON:

That's what we will be telling them.

ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

And, 1820 already irmediately protects

them fran that.
MS. FUL'.I'OO:

But, how many other people have al ready done

that under the guise of it bei03 part of their joo?
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

'!hat's a problem, and that is why the

bill was put in, because that problem did exist.
this sununer.
or

April~

'Ihe bill went in last--

I guess I put in in last March

because we were aware that this was a difficulty.
Are there any other ccrnments?
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:

NJEA

That went in prior to

President.

I

Assemblyman Felice?

also would

liKe

to

carmend

the

A lot of things ooncerning heal th that came about were

stirred up by the tUEA, and I say that affectionately because a lot of
the problems were brought forth and pressures were put on, not only on
the school districts themselves but also on governmental agencies, to
really do sanething about the problem.
Unfortunately, as you heard today, ard as we all heard, there
was sort of a mass confusion about who the responsible department was.
'l'he thi03 that really bothers me the rrost -

and I an sure it bothers

the rest of us -- is the fact that information which should have been
distributed through the different depart1uents was not distributed. '!he
liaison which was so badly needed at the time this project was underway
last sununer was

lacking.

I

think one of

the

benefits of

this

Canmittee, and of the people who are testifying, is that it will ensure
that tnis doesn't happen again.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

Thank you.
'!hank you, Assemblyman Felice.

want to agree with that wholeheartedly.

I just

I think the NJ.EA, and you as

President, snould oe commended for your vigilance in this matter.
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think we have to maintain vigilance.

It is unfortunate that other

organizations, sudl as yours, do not exist in other areas, where the
problem also o:xnes up and where there are other problems.
I do think that everyone works in the best of faith, and I
want to reassert that.

I think.the school boards were trying the best

they could, aoo sate of them did nnre than they

h~

to.

But, also, I

do think there are problems with sane people not aoing the job in the

proper manner, as you pointed out.
I

think we have to be assured that this will not happen

again, and that can only be done by having s<m?One responsible for
this, saneone on the administrative level, or on the cabinet level.
That is what has not occurred, and, hopefully, we will na.v
get that.

The interim report is noving in that direction and I think

this Ccmnittee's hearings will bring that about even rrore so, by making
it nuch nnre visible.
MS. FULTON:

I am concerned, in looking through the report,

about two statements I wish the Coomittee would think about.

I don't

kna.v who approves this.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

'Ibis is a report to the Governor, so the

Governor would have to accept it.
MS. FUL'KN:

Yes.

'lbere are two underlying things here that

I hope do not becare the party line, aoo by that I don't mean either
Democratic or Republican; I am talking about the party line on
asbestos.
On the very first page in the Executive summary, they state

that there is no definite information on non-occupational exposure to
friable asbestos present in oor schools, nor whether or not that would
be a health risk.
And, on page 11, in the middle of the page, it talks about
the Conmittee concurring with an Ontario Royal Canmission Report whatever that is -

which states that perhaps we are in greater danger

fran things we do in our other lifestyles, ana everyday risKs, than we
are fran facing exposure to asbestos in buildings.

I find those two

statements a little incongruous with what this Canmission's task was.
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Later on, they refer to the econanics of rerroving it or not
renoving it.

I hope we are not going to make these kinds of things the

reason for not doing what has to be done.

This is a very thick report

and it says a lot of things; it has a lot of good stuff in it.
I

have one page at hane, which is a death certificate.

me, is related to asbestos, as you might well know.

I mean,

Now that, to

So, I don't want

us not to protect the present peq>le in the schools, nor the future
people in the schools; and, as a matter of fact, those people who have
already been exposed need sane protection.

I hope this doesn't end up

being a wey to get around what should be done.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
I

I share your concern.

I agree with you.

think we should not try to get out of this in the easiest possible

manner.

Obviously, this is going to be oostly.

done immediately.
with it.

Cbviously, it can't be

But, we should realize there is a problem and deal

'lllank you very much.

Would yoo like to make any caments, Bill?
WlLLIAM. GREBNBEIG:

I have ll!i statement, which perhaps the Comnittee

doesn't have.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:

MR. GREENBER;:

No, I do not have a copj yet.

I am content to have my statement made a part

of the record.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA:
ccmnents on it.

Maybe you would just like to make a few

MR. GREENBER:i: Yes. I would like the statement to oe made
part of these proceec:iings and to 11\aKe specific carments that will be in
addition to the ones I heard made here this norning.
I am a lawyer in private practice.

The New Jersey iliucation

Association is one of my clients, and they came to me with a very
serious problem which is nON in litigation in the State courts.

I

wouldn't want this Conmittee, Mr. Chainnan, to leave here today with
the impression that, once these rules arx:i the procedures are adopted by
-- by my count -- at least six of the twenty governmental agencies that
have asserted, or have, sorce legal resp:>nsibilitj for asbestos, the
problem is going to be cured or that it is going to go away.
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A

very serious problem is the exposure to friable asbestos

which has occurred over the past decades to the employees and children
in the school districts who have not been, and who ought to have been,
made aware of that danger.
Again,

I

the statement,

as the

Carmittee now has it, and I will point out only one thing.

In our

view, one person -

will

rest

oontent with

and I agree with Mrs. Fulton,

Carmissioner of Education -

it should be the

one Cabinet head, one Executive department

head should be responsible.

It oould take two decades, the way State

government

througn

works,

to

get

the

process

outlined

oy

tne

Ccxnmissioner of Health here this noming, of six or seven different
departments haviD3 the responsibility for consultation, evaluation,
rule-making, adjudication, finding fault, and not finding fault.
person, one Executive head, should have that responsibility.

One

There is

no doubt in nrt mind that the expertise is available, but one person
must be responsible.

In our view, it ought to be the Ccmnissioner of

Education.
ASSEMBLYMAN OO!tlA:
I have to agree with you, one person
should be responsible. I will take it CXle step further, the person who
has to be responsible is the Governor; he is the man responsible for
all

the Executive

branches.

Unfortunately,

you

are

right about

Education. I can see your point of view, through the point of view of
sanetx:>dy in education.
Unfortunately, it is not just the education
area we are dealing with here; we are dealing with public institutions
and

agencies.

'!bat m=ans we

are dealing with Eieal th and Human

Services, and we are dealing with the general public at large. So, the
problem spans so many areas that I think one person has to be
responsible, and that is the li<>vernor.
-

He then has to -

in my opinion

work with the various deparbnents heads to try and cane up with the

best system.
I agree with you also -- here, I agree with you 100 percent
-

that what we are doing toaay does not abrogate responsibility.

fact, it helps to clarify what the responsibility is.

In

For too long the

departments did not coordinate effectively; for too loll3 we did not
have accurate knowledge; for too long people were exposed to danger
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that they should not have been exposed to; and, for too long we were
removing sorre asbestos that we did not have to remove, thus enaangering
other people by doing that.

None of this should have occurred if the

whole area hcrl been properly managed and properly coordinated.
So, I have to agree with you wholeheartedly.

MR. GREENBER;: I just want to conclude by sayirg this - and
I am grateful for that point of view:
I understand that the role of
this Carmi ttee is mudl broader than the area we are interested in,
public schools.

There are many of these public buildings -- compared

to the other kinds of public buildings that have been constructed in
the last 50 years -- and that clearly contain, or have oontained,
asbestos. I wouldn't want the good work of this Carmittee, nor your
recommendations and CNersight, to be diluted in any way by the, I will

mumro jumro regarding the particular expertise that lies in one

call it

department

versus

another

department.

are

We

governmental responsibility for the care of its citizens -

of its citizens, its nost vulnerable citizens:

about

talking

tbe health

students, teachers, ana

others who have no choice but to be there ever:y aay, day in aoo day
out.
It seems to me,
Department

of

buildings,

responsibility

Education.

Health

Mr.
assumes
has

Chairman,

that whether or not

responsibilities
to

be

with

for

the

other

tne

public

Carmissioner

of

He can take all tne expertise he wants from the other

departments to get the assistance.

The electron microscope shouldn' t

be the reason why we do not know the level of asbestos in the public

schools.

That electron microscope is a $2 .00 toll ride across the

George Washington Bridge, and there is probably one in Philadelphia as
well.

So

that shoulan' t be the reason why the I.Jepartment of Education

will not take what we, in our view, believe is its responsibility.
I thank the Chainnan

aoo the Canmittee.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:

If I may, Mr. Chainnan?

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:
ASSEMBLYMAN

FELIC~:

Assemblyman Felice.
Mr.

Greenberg, I can understand your

feelings, but we have to l<X>k at the overall picture.

The Department

of Heal th is the department we have in order to ensure the heal th of
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all

the residents of New Jersey.

I

think the ultimate position

regarding whether it should be the Canmissioner of Education or the
carrnissioner of Health's resi;x:msibility,
detennined by the input fran all
you to feel-

And,

I

th~se

is sanething that will be

different hearings.

know your position:

But, I want

'l'tlere are people in

institutions seven days a week, aoo they also have the sane right to
protection as the students and teachers have.

I just don't want that

to get lost in what yoo call the murntx:> jumbo.

In a sense, everything

in New Jersey affects the health of the people.
There are people who are dedicated,

just as mudl as the

I know, I nave two Irernbers of my

people in the teaching profession.

own family who work seven days a week, a00 who are exposea many days a
week in different institutions; we can't lose sight of that.
MR. GREENBERG:

I agree with yoo 100 percent.

What I am

be
responsible for every public sehool. Maybe the CCIIlllissioner of health
should be responsible for every other building. What I wouldn't want
to see is the baCJ{-and-forth corrrnittee approach: "we are goinj to take
one part of the problem, and you will take another part." Meanwhile,
saying

is,

conceptually

the

Carmissioner

of

Education

should

nothing gets done.
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:
MR. GREENBERG:

'!be "it is not my job" type of attitude.

That's right.

we understand that.

ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE:
today.

That's exactly the point.

we saw that here

Thank you.
MR. GREENBER:i:

'!hank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN DORIA:
Director,

Electron

Analysis Consultants.

Next,

Microscopy

we have Doctor Peter Prasca,

Services

Lab;

President,

Asbestos

(not present)

Eileen Kirlin, CWA.

Is she here?

She is not here either.

(not present)

Okay, that makes life mudl easier.

We will ask Leonard to a::>ntact both of these people and they can appear
at the public hearing next week at Jersey City State College.
I would like to remind everybody that we are going to have a
puol ic hearing on November 7.

It will start at 12 noon, in Hepburn

Hall, at Jersey City State College.
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We know that we can invite these two individuals, together
with whoever else is interestea in testifying. I am inviting saneone
fran EPA because I think they should be present. I am also inviting
people fran the Division of Corrections, as well as the Department of

Human Services, to come and discuss 'Nhat is going on in that area.
think we have learned a lot today.
01 behalf of the
Ccmnittee members, I just want to thank all those 'Nho were present.
I would like to sey that one thing that has been made clear
I

during this first day of testilrony is that there was a total lack of
coordination and a lack of information in the area of asbestos. 'As a
legislator, I was working under the supposition that there was enough
infonnation available and that we knew where we were at. It appears
that we did not know where we were at, and that the lack of
coordination was worse than we thought it was.
So, I am happy that we are now noving in this direction, and
that the interim report has been subnitted to the Governor. I think we
have to rove further on this and determine exactly what type of
coordination there should be. I think this interim report is moviJ'l3 in
that direction.
I think we have definitely found that we were mudl nore
ignorant than we thought we \\Jere, and that is important.
Assemblyman Felice, would yo..i like to make a final C0111nent?
ASSEMBLYMAN FELICE: Yes, I would.
I think this was a very
educational meeting today, in a sense, for myself as well as the other
members. The other thing I would like to make sure we do is to get
the infonnation about the 25 percent of the 666 [sicJ schools. I think
it is important that we follow this caq>letely to the end because it
seems to have been left hanging somewhere.
I think that is an
important part of what we are doing here today.
ASSEMBLYMAN OORIA: I would like to direct Leonard, our staff
person, to write to Comnissioner Goldstein and ask him to please
provide that information, and to work with Corrunissioner Cooperman in
order to detennine exactly what schools were involved; how many of them
actually hcrl the asbestos rerroved; how many did not; and where we stand
with reference to that situation.
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So, if you will do that, Leonard, and,

in addition, get the

list of bills I said we would send to Camnissioner Goldstein, I would
appreciate it.

'!he Colllnittee will begin to develop its report, working

with our staff person, to

detenni~

exactly what the proolems are and

where we are going to go fran here.
I would like to thank everylx>dy for being here tcxiay.

We

welcane you and ask you to please join us at oor hearing next week, and
at the two whidl will follow that one, one at the Haddon Heights
Municipal Building at 12 P.M. on November 14th, and the second one
which will be held in the Council Chamber, City Hall, Perth Amboy, on
December 5.
I want to thank yoo all again.
thank Leonard for all of his fine work.

he has given us.

We appreciate the assistance

We really wouldn't be where we are today if it were

not for his supp::>rt.
here.

One final thing, I want to

I also want to thank our reporters for being

Thank you.

(Bearing Concluded)
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AP.PEH>IX

Statement by William Greenberg,
Attorney representing the New Jersey Education Assn.,
To the Legislative Hearings on Asbestos,
November 1, 1984
Removal of asbestos hazards is everyone's top priority.
I'm here to tell you of another NJEA concern.
term effects of

~xposure

But

That is the long

to friable asbestos.

Eecause asbestos was used in the construction of school
buildings £rom the end ox World War

Ii

thrDugh 1973 9 Eany of our

schools have indeed been ha2ardous places to work and learn.
1Dllch

How

asbestos individuals have inhaled varies, of course.

depending on the condition of the asbestos as well as the
employee's particular job, length of exposure, and so forth.
But, as Mrs. Fulton mentioned, many in the medical field
believe that any exposure is potentially damaging.

The latency

period is as long as 40 years, thus making it difficult to
predict both when and how many people may actually suffer medical

problems as a result of asbestos exposure.
The effects can be very serious.

Asbestiosis is the most

well known effect, but various types of cancer have also been
linked to asbestos exposure.
School employees are faced with an.enhanced risk of
contracting serious diseases due simply to the places in which
they have worked.

It seems to us that there is an obligation to

provide some type of protection for those who may suffer because
their places of work are dangerous.

That is why we have filed suit on behalf of all school
employees who have worked in buildings that contained or still
contain friable asbestos.

What we· are seeking is a trust fund

for diagnostic medical care.
We all know that early detection of a problem, particularly
one such as cancer, increases the chances of successful
treatment.

Such a program for protection would also do a great

deal to allay the legitimate £ears of those who .have worked in
these hazardous environments.
We

believe ours is a £orward-thinking, reasonable approach

to what may become a medical nightmare in the next several
decades.

Diagnostic care may well reduce not only individual

health problems but a collective drain on our medical system.
Such diagnostic tests now cost about $150 per person.
many people are affected still must be determined.
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We will be

seeking the records of who worked in affected buildings since
1978.

Why 1978?

That year the United States Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare sent the governors of all states a letter
encouraging them to survey all schools in their states for
asbestos exposure.

That date also establishes a reasonable time

period limiting this case to employees who have been exposed to
asbestos in the schools recently enough so that the medical
surveillance will be meaningful.
The fears created last summer just before school opened
indeed heightened our awareness of this issue.
the issue of long-term effects even before that.

But NJEA raised

At a public hearing held before the EPA last June, NJEA
testf ied that employers should be required to provide screening
programs for asbestos-related diseases for individuals who have
been associated with districts and may have been exposed to
friable asbestos materials.
Yes, the employers are accountable.
exposure have been known for years.
action on the problem;

The hazards of asbestos

Many districts have delayed

many failed even to implement the

regulations of the EPA simply to inspect and notify;
failed to act until public pressure forced them to;
.still have not acted.

others
and others

Additionally, many districts increased the

dangers by not ensuring a careful removal, thus increasing
exposure of employees and students.
Why does our suit name local districts and not the State?
The Commissioner of Education has asserted that individual
districts are responsible for the presence and the removal of
asbestos.

We have reservations about the Commissioner's

position, but we have taken him at his word and not named the

State or any of its agencies.
Let me also tell you what we have found about the lack of
coordination and accountability among government officials
dealing with this issue.

The districts named in our suit come

from the records of the state Department of Education and the
federal Environmental Protection Agency.

Yet we have had many calls from NJEA members telling us that
their districts were not named but should have been.

Some have

even sent documentation to support their assertion.

No one yet

has a definitive handle on what the statewide situation is.
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can we deal with a problem if we don't have accurate information
on its scope?
Of course, local school districts are not the only ones
named in our suit.
asbestos firms.

The even more culpable organizations are the

We believe they knew about the hazards nearly 50

years ago, yet they allowed greed to subvert their obligation not
use a carcinogen in the buildings of America.
The need for medical surveillance is a legitimate one.
Employees need other rights as well.

The Legislature recognized

that when it passed the New Jersey Public Employees' Occupational
Safety and Health Act.

This law requires that employers provide

a safe workplace and it outlines procedures for employees who
believe that a hazard exists.

Yet that legislation will not go

into effect for school employees until July 1986 at the earliest.
We urge that that date be moved up.
The problem of asbestos is immense, but it is not
overwhelming.

There are rational steps to take.

Mrs. Fulton has

discussed abatement of the hazard and how to ensure that.

Our

suit looks at one more aspect -- how to protect employees who
have already been exposed.

All levels of government have to do their share.

We are

talking about the people who work for the government and the
children whom government is charged to educate.

Unfortunately,

the federal government has been very slow to react.

The

EPA

has

provided regulations that don't go far enough and has not assured
compliance with even those regulations.
We hope that the New Jersey Legislature will look at all

aspects of the problem, including long-term effects on those who
have been exposed in our schools, and help be part of the
solution.

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
JOHN P. RENNA

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNllY AFFAIRS

COMMISSIOl\iER

363 WEST STATE STREET
CN SOC
TRENTON. NJ 08625

November 1, 1984

Assemblyman Joseph V. Doria, Jr.
District 31
235 Broadway
Bayonne, NJ 07002
Dear Assemblyman Doria:
Thank you for your invitation to appear before your committee to
present testimony on this very important subject. Unfortunately, my schedule
~revents me from appearing personally.
However, I submit this letter for
inclusion as part of the public record.
The Department of Community Affairs has been actively involved in
the Governor's Task Force on Asbestos since its formation and has been an
advocate for the development of a unified State asbestos policy that provides
for rational, uniformally enforced regulations for proper asbestos management.
It is my firm belief that any regulations, to be effective, must
also be predictable and enforceable. I strongly support the concepts included
in the Asbestos Policy Committee's interim report to Governor Thomas H. Kean.
In that report this Department has agreed to assume the responsibility to

inspect asbestos management projects in all schools and State-owned buildings.
These inspections will be conducted by State employees properly trained and
certified by the New Jersey Department of Health.
The proposed policy would require that prior to the removal or
encapsulation of any asbestos material a permit be issued by the Department of
Community Affairs. This permit process would insure that the work be done by
a qualified contractor registered and trained by the Department of Health.
This permit process would also insure that any asbestos that is removed from
the building would be replaced by a suitable material that meets the Uniform
Construction Code. When asbestos that is serving as a fireproofing material
is removed our inspectors would insure that it is replaced with a non-asbestos
material having an equivalent fire rating.
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This same inspection staff would also insure that an asbestos
management program is properly set up before work begins, that a full
time independent monitoring team is on the job, and that the job passes an
air sampling test after the work is completed. Only then would occupancy of
the building resume.
I am confident that with the cooperation of all the various State
departments this asbestos management program of the State of New Jersey
would be second to none. In my opinion it would become the model for the
rest of this nation to follow.
Sincerely yours,

~1flll~A__
P. Benna
ssioner

